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An English T[anslation of Hachijuhahhasho Shihoku Reigenhi Zue

- Temple miracle tales along the Shikoku pilgrimage -

David C. Moreton *

Preface
Many Westerners who have an interest in the

Shikoku pilgrimage or who have made the journey to

the sacred sites around Shikoku wish that there was

more information in English about each of the eighty-

eight temples. While an explanation of the history of

each temple can be found in numerous books catered

for the Western reader, folktales have rarely been

translated into English. Thus, to fill this gap, I
recently translated brief guidebooks from the early

20th Century about Temple 19, Tatsue-ji and Temple

20, Kakurin-ji, which contain a description of the

history of the temple as well as numerous miracle

tales related to each templel. A.fter this project was

complete, I searched for similar books about other
temples along the pilgrimage route and discovered

the existence of the three-volume Hachijahakkasho

Sh.ikoku Reigenki Zue, prblished in 1886, which

describes the twenty-three temples in Tokushima
prefecture. But this time, unlike the previous two

papers, I will only present a translation of the miracle

tales and not of the history of each temple2. Even

though the reasons as to why many books containing

temple miracle tales were published around the late

19ft and early 2Dth Century is worth further study, I
will not offer possible explanations at this time. This

is strictly a translation of the contents within the
book, however, at times; I have slightly rearranged

the contents or removed certain parts to allow the

story to flow better.

Introduction
Tl-re three books that make up the Hachija

;'.i'i.::</',c, Shrhohrr Reigenki Zue, or An illustrated
r'=: :'ri , i :i-ie miracle tales of the 88 places of Shikoku

.- :" - 'i-,=iiJEl i-i, rvere published in Kyoto

in 1>>6. The author. Sl-rigeda Kuzan (q{H+lll), was

the head p1'1est at a temple called Shokaku-in (Eit
ffi i near Kobe. The first book expiains temples 1 to 8,

the second from temples 9 to 15, and the third from

temples 16 to 23. The books are approximately 15.5

centimeters wide and 22.5 cm centimeters tall and

have a red cover. The stories contained within are

based on such themes as the power of prayer, the

importance of making the Shikoku pilgrimage, and

the consequences that occur from being good or evil.

There are also tales of people being cured from such

illnesses as leprosy, fever, blindness, sensitivity to
cold and hemorrhoids, and of people's lands becoming

fertile. At times, the story is no more than a

paragraph, at other times, it continues for several

pages and while most temples only have one story,

some have many3. In some cases, there are

illustrations that accompany the tale. (See Appendix)

In the Preface, Shigeda wrote, "I have looked into

several facts and corrected the mistakes. As well, I
have evaluated the origins and history of these

stories and written them here." He also strongly
recommended doing the pilgrimage because, "one will
be cut free from desire and delusion, will be

enlightened" and said that "by conducting mental

ascetic training for each of the eighty-eight deities,

one's prayers to receive the mercy of Daishi will be

fulfrlled. Then, all people under the heavens will have

a pure heart." Here are the tales what he wrote:

Temple 1, Ry6zen-ji.
In the second month of 1827, there was a thirty-

eight-year-old rice broker called Sadamaru who was

from Honmachi in Wakayama-city, Wakayama
prefecture. Ten years earlier he had contracted
leprody, suffered constantly and no doctor could cure

him. His siblings and parents were extremely
distressed and it appeared that nothing could be

done. As a result Sadamaru, despite being a member

of the Jodo Shinshu sect, decided to ask for a
complete cure of the disease from the great Shingon

sect priest, Kobo Daishi. He said goodbye to his entire

family and, with a desire to live only on nuts and

berries, left for Shikoku.

Every day, while he diligently conducted the
pilgrimage to the eighty-eight sites in Shikoku, he

.-rq?#i6f+E 6tr'i6til
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chanted the Kdmyo Shingon sutra 10,000 times. He

was now on his third pilgrimage. One day, he came to

Temple 1, Ryozen-ji and stayed the night in the

Daishi Hall, but before dozing off, he repented

wholeheartedly of his sins, and while repeating the

Komyo Shingon sutra wished that the sins of three

generations would disappear.

Then, in a dream he heard a mysterious voice

say, "Sadamaru, you have properly conducted ascetic

training, so I will save three generations of your

family from any serious disease."

After hearing this, Sadamaru woke up and

looked around, but he could not see anyone. He could

only smell something fragrant. Slowly the darkness of

the night faded away and the lightness of day

emerged. He then looked at his arms, hands and legs

several times and noticed that the colour throughout

his bociy had changed. His body, which until now, had

rotted away due to the disease was restored to its
original, healthy form. He was cured, but he could not

understand what had happened. Sadamaru was so

detighted that he was speechless and fell down to

pray. Sometime later, he told this miracle story to a
mountain priest, shaved his head and said that he

wanted to become a monk. The priest thought about

this request and allowed Sadamaru to become his

student. Then, in order to show gratitude for this
blessing, Sadamaru offered a vow twenty-one times

and decided to focus his life in the ways of Buddhism.

He also decided to return to his hometown for the

time being, but before doing so imagined the
astonished looks of his family when they saw him this

way.

He thought, "Looking back, when I left for
Shikoku last year my siblings and parents had given

up hope for me and told me not to come back until the

disease had been completely cured. But now, thanks

to the miracle due to Kobo Daishi, I can show my

healthy self to everyone. My pious heart was

understood and when I tell my parents and siblings

about this astounding tale, they will all rejoice and

even I will be very happy."

He then went to worship at Ryozen-ji and asked

the priest if he could go home. The priest said, "From

today I will change your common-world name to

Joshin" and presented Sadamaru with a juzu, a

string ofbeads, to wear around his wrist and a three-

layered priest robe. Joshin received permission to

leave and went back to Wakayama. Upon his arrival,

not only his parents and siblings, but the entire
family quickly gathered and rejoiced. Joshin related

all of his experiences in Shikoku and everyone cried

tears of gratitude and while wiping away those tears

chanted the name of Daishi. The news of this story

spread throughout the city of Wakayama and from

town to town. As a result, the number of believers in

Daishi gradually increased. Many people joined

together and traveled annually to Shikoku to worship

at the sacred sites. A council was held and from that
day onward many believers made pilgrimage groups

and every spring on the fourth day of the third month

they held a meeting to draw lots to decide who would

go on the pilgrimage. After discussion all the people

in the pilgrimage group asked Joshin to act as their

guide.

The following year, on the fourth day of the third
month, twenty-one people departed from Wakayama

castle. But among the group there were two men who

were doing the pilgrimage on behalf of the district
leader and they were evil-minded and said bad things

about Daishi. Eventually, the group left by boat from

Kada in Wakayama prefecture and headed for Muya

port in Tokushima prefecture. They arrived at the

first temple, Ryozen-ji, on the fifth day of the third
month and everyone offered words of thanks that
they had been safely guided here. The group also

wished that they would soon be taken from this world

up to heaven. Each member held their jzzu with the

108 beads, said to destroy all temptations of the

mind, and while counting the beads, chanted the

Komyo Shingon sutra. They lowered their heads to

show reverence and with three kneelings and nine

prostrations repented oftheir sins and prayed silently

to the statue of the main deity. Exactly at that
moment, however, the two evil men could neither

move nor speak. They could only hang their heads in
shame and cry. Everyone else was shocked and asked

what had happened.

The two men with pale faces said, "Everyone,

Iisten. The Binzuru statue in front of the Main Hall is
glaring at us with fearful eyes and our bodies froze

from terror and we cried out in a loud voice."

The guide and others came running towards the

men and tried to frgure out what had happened.

Joshin said, "This is a severe punishment from

Daishi for something you have done."

He took their hands and tried to pull them into

the Main Hall, but they could not be moved. The
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group members put their hands together in prayer

and diligently asked for repentance. but it rvas on).y

natural that nothing effectir-e could be done.

Everyone stal-ed for a da.v, but the bodies of two

men were sti11 crar.nperl. Eventually, they all went

back to theil horletou'n and the group was asked in

detail s-hv the t$,o men were like this. It was

detelrnined that these two were conduits for evil and

people u'ho would not easily worship gods or spirits.

It rvas also discovered that that they were ordered by

an important person to go on the pilgrimage and thus

could not refuse. In fact, on the day ofdeparture, they

were eating frsh and fowl, drinking alcohol and even

though they were to become members of the
pilgrimage group, scorned the others, said bad things

about Daishi, and treated lightly the idea of going to

the sacred sites in Shikoku. Now, they had learned

their lesson and were greatly embarrassed. They

were sent back to their homes and it is said that upon

arrival they rvent u:azy and died. It is only natural to
fear the repercussions of evil deeds. After this
incident pilgrimage groups that traveled to Shikoku

graduaily flourished. It is believed that Daishi helps

many people and as a reward, good people like those

in this village were continually supported and lived in
health and died in peace. People should be afraid to
do bad deeds.

Temple 2, Gokuraku-ji
On the eighth day of the fourth month in 1842, a

t.ran cal1ed Haiyaben Shichi, who was from the
Jlotomactri area in Himeji city of Hyogo prefecture,

errbarked on a pilgrimage to the eighty-eight places

in Shikoku u-ith his nine-year-old son Kametsuchi.

This boy', as punishment for the sins of a past life,
suffered from a severe disease which caused to his

body to be as hot as fire. Unfortunately no doctor

could do anything for him. The father had also recited

various healing prayers, but nothing was effective.

With nothing else to try the father prayed to Daishi

and felvently repented ofhis sins in order for the boy

to be cured of this illness. Together they wandered

alound and eventually arrived at Temple 2,

Gohuraku-ji, which is located in the province of Awa

t Tokushirna prefecture).

The father and son held their hands in prayer

and while standing in front of the Main Hall said,

"Namu Daishi Henjo-son, we are sorry to bother you,

but Kametsuchi has contracted this severe illness due

to his sins and we ask, even for a short time, for your

benevolence and help."

They u,ere so focused on chanting the sutra of

An-ritabha, they did not notice that an elderly priest

strangely appeared beside them and said, "Drink this

water quickly."

The boy took the cup of water, and as a sign of

respect raised it above his head, and then drank it.

Suddenly the fever, which was like the eternal frre of

heII throughout his body, disappeared and he was

cured ofhis illness.

Temple 3, Konsen-ji
A long time ago there was a man called Band6

Kumakichi who lived in the village of Nishibun, in
the district of Itano in the province of Awa. He was

extremely devoted to the main Buddhist image at this

temple and prayed diligently to it day and night. He

did so because his land was not fertile, his rice fields

were dried out, and when he tried to use them, he

could not grow any'thing due to the humidity. Every

year his losses were great.

One night a priest appeared in his dreams and

said, "Put a rope around the four sides of your land

and then dig a well in the middle. If you do this,
water will come up and due to the good power of the

water; your land will become the best ever."

Upon hearing this, the man awoke from his
dream and thought that he must have received
direction from Buddha. He rejoiced, put his hands

together in prayer and chanted the Komyo Shingon

sutra. The next morning he hired some people to dig a

well in the middle of his land. People from the village

gathered and said that it would be better to dig at the

side and not in the middle, so a well was dug at the

side, but only a little water came up.

Then everyone said, "This is opposite of what was

taught by Buddha" and they chanted a sutra of
repentance and as instructed in the dream, a rope

was put around the four sides and a well was dug in
the middle. As a result, a lot of pure water came

gushing up and this land became extremely fertile.
Even now, pure water comes up and fields in the area

have become very productive, generating many crops

every year. The family gradually prospered and

everyone lived a long and healthy life. This story is an

example of the wonderful benevolence and miraculous

power of the Shaka Nyorai.
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Temple 4, Dainichi-ji
Near Kurotani village there was a rich man with the

last name of 6kuro, who had two homes, each run by

a son. One son was called Santatsu, an extremely

cunning and disloyal person. The other son, Sanji,

was honest and truly benevolent. It is said, however,

that regardless of the type of person, no one can

escape from dying. The rise and fall of humanity is

similar to the valley of spring and the frelds of fall. In

other words, there is only a brief period of blooming.

Heaven detests evil, and so, the wicked Santatsu

became weak and passed away.

On the other hand, Sanji gradually prospered

and became rich among the neighbours, but sadly, he

passed away at the age of thirty-nine and the only

relative who could take over was his strong-spirited,

smart wife Haruno. Every evening as a memorial

service to Sanji, the bell was rung and she diligently

chanted the secret Kdmyo Shingo sutra of Dainichi

Nyorai. One morning, strangely, three demons - one

red, one black and the other blue - holding hand tools

came into the house from the back door, but this did

not surprise Haruno at all and she continued to chant

the Kdmyo Shingon sutra.

The demons looked at her angrily and said, "Hey,

it does not matter how many times you chant the

sutras, so stop it right now! Sanji, the landlord ofthis
house, has just now fallen to the worst level of hell,

but he has wished the following. He says, 'There are

3000 gold coins stored in this house from a long time

ago, so please give it to the ruler of Hell as payment

for my sins. Please help me.' We felt sad for him and

could not run away so we consulted with the King of

Hell and asked for his forgiveness. The King listened

to our plea, agreed to forgive Sanji of his great sins

but told us to quickly grve him the money. That is

why we have come here."

The demons said with authority to Haruno,

"Hurry up and bring the money!"

Haruno replied, "Sanji, the landlord of this home,

is in front of the King of HeIl right now?! If what you

have said is true, then I will do what you demand."

She prostrated herself before the demons and

said, "I-Infortunately I do not know the complete

details because I am the wife of the house, but when I
talked with my husband he said that his relatives

from three generations ago secretly placed the 3000

gold coins in the north-west corner ofthe storehouse.

I am not sure, though, so I would appreciate if

someone could go there and bring the money here."

The conspiring demons quickly went to the

storehouse, discovered the money, and placed the

3000 gold coins in front of the widow. They inspected

the money and said, "We have retrieved the money

and intend to give it immediately to the King of Hell,

but since we first appeared, why have you not given

us something?"

Haruno was at a loss and many thoughts came to

mind. Fortunately she remembered that she had just

received from the house of Santatsu some rice cakes

covered with bean jam and some leftover rice cake

that had been offered at the Buddhist altar. She

thought this food would be perfect and offered it to

them. The three demons took the tray and stuffed the

cakes into their mouths, but after eating one

mouthful they convulsed, spat up blood, fell up-side

down into the garden, and could not stand up. They

kept falling down, and eventually died by going

insane. Their death was a punishment from Daishi.

In fact, it was later discovered that these demons

were the priests from the family temple. They had

heard the story ofthe landlord Sanji and had plotted

together to take the 3000 gold coins. They dressed up

like demons and had successfully obtained the money,

but died when they ate the rice cakes as a
punishment for their actions. What saved the widow

from dying was the miracle of chanting the K6myo

Shingon, which is the secret verse of Dainichi.

The authorities investigated this incident and

discovered that the rice cakes eaten by the demons

had been received from the house of Santatsu as a

food offering for the altar. The couple there had put

poison in the rice bean cakes to kill Haruno and had

intended to take all her money and possessions.

Instead, the demons ate the cakes and died. This

story became well-known in the area and the couple

from the house of Santatsu was exiled. Haruno

received many gifts and with each generation the

family prospered. The happy ending of this story is

due to the actions of a faithful person and the

consequences of bad actions are to be feared.

Temple 5, Jiz6-ji
A long time ago, during the Bunsei era (1818-

1830), there was an evil, rich man by the name of

Nishio Shindayu who lived in the Maruyama district

in Nagasaki city. He had two sons who lived with
him, but the older one had died five years earlier
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after suffering for some time from a severe illness.
The younger son was fifteen, but when his older
brother passed away he contracted the same illness

and people could not stand to witness his dreadful

state. Doctors were called from many places and

different treatments were attempted, but the younger

son could not be cured. Prayers also had no effect,

and the people in the family cried loudly in despair.

All of the relatives gathered together and discussed

what they could do, but there was no way to help him
and they were at a complete loss.

One person said, "We have tried everything
possible, so there is no choice but to receive the
saving grace from the benevolent Daishi and depart
with a heart of prayer on the pilgrimage around
Shikoku."

Everyone talked about this and decided that they
should ask for this great wish by all going to the
sacred sites in Shikoku. Thus, on the fourth day of
the third month in 1820, the father led his son by his
hand and with five family members boarded a boat

for Shikoku. Five days later they reached Sangehama

in Iyo (Ehime prefecture) and from here they
proceeded to the first temple of their pilgrimage, No.

51 Ishite-ji, prayed to the main Buddhist image at the

Daishi Hall and repented of their sins. They also

stayed the night here. The next morning they
received a gift from the priest, and their hearts and

bodies became pure. Throughout their pilgrimage
they always prayed diligently and at the tsuyado (free

room to stay) of No. 5 temple, Jiz6-ji in Tokushima
they praved for the removal of their sins.

At this time, the invalid boy, who had always
cried day and night from pain and anguish, stopped

crying and slept as ifhe felt no pain or had anything
wrong. It was indeed a strange sight to see him sleep

so peacefully. The accompanying family members

were amazed, prostrated themselves, shed tears of
gratitude, believed that this was indeed a miracle of
Daishi and chanted the name of Daishi. The next
morning was the fete day of Jizo Bosatsu and so

everyone asked the priest of Jiz6-ji to recite an
incantation. They were told that a Mippo ritual was

being held at the temple and to bring the boy. They

led him by the hand, put a medicinal pill in his mouth
aod rubbed the juzu beads all over his body. Then,

while saying the words on the stone pillars, they
rubbed the stone on him. The boy's body convulsed in
agony and out of his mouth leapt a hitsune (fox) and a

snake towards the sky. As a result, the boy returned

to his healthy self and was completely cured of the
harsh illness. Everyone was so thankful that with
tears in their eyes, they could not speak, but only put
their hands together and pray.

After a while, the father said to the priest, "I
beckon you. I am Nishio Shindayu, who lives in
Toujimachi in Maruyama, Nagasaki. My ancestors

were in a business of killing animals. A1l year long

they captured foxes and snakes alive, killed countless

numbers of them, then took them to Osaka and sold

for a lot of money. I believe that this incident is a
lesson from this."

It is sad that the two sons contracted and

suffered from the same illness. Words cannot express

how awful their situation was. The older boy suffered

and died. After this, his spirit remained, caused

misfortune on all and put countless hardships on the
parents. Various objects were offered and services

held for the preta, and religious acts were conducted

by temples and shrines and many prayers were given,

but it was all useless and it only resulted in continual
misfortune. Despite this, an impossible wish was

presented to Daishi and at this temple for some

reason the boy's character changed and his pain
disappeared. Is this miracle not due to the
compassion of Daishi? Everyone in the group was

grateful for this blessing and fervently recited the
Kdmyd Shingon sutra-then, perhaps because of their
unified heart of penitence, a five-coloured light
appeared from somewhere in the distance, shone

brightly and moved upon the boy's head. Then his

body changed. The group received the power ofprayer
and sutra readings from the priest and the evil spirit
quickly departed leaving the boy in his original state.

His heart and body became tranquil. How is possible

to express gratitude for this miracle in words? The

answer is to go on a pilgrimage of thanks to the
temples in Shikoku.

The group folded their hands in prayer and asked

the priest, "Will you let us become your students and

will you give us permission to shave our heads so that
we can become priests and nuns? We believe that we

can conduct memorial services for the spirits of our

ancestors if we worship at the sacred sites in
Shikoku, so please let us go on the pilgrimage."

The priest agreed to their wish and they were

allowed to shave their heads, don the attire ofa priest

or nun and were taught the secret dharani
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(incantation). From this time onward they become

priests and nuns with pure hearts and bodies, did the

Shikoku pilgrimage twenty-one times aRd gave

thanks to Daishi. This is truly a miracle story in

which suffering was replaeed with comfort. Even

today, the name of Nishio can be found in Maruyama,

Nagasaki and it is said that the family prospered

with each generation.

Temple 6, Anraku-ji
This story happened a long time ago in the spring

of the third year of Shoho (1646). At this time there

was an argument about the border between two

villages, Kuniyubune of Yamashird and Sugiyama of

Koshu. The prefectural magistrate, Gomikizaemon,

and the village officials heard the arguments from

both sides and decreed that a certain area belonged to

Kuniyubune based on what had been said for a long

time, but the other group rebutted saying that it was

now in the territory of Sugiyama. AII the people in

the Sugiyama decided to make a formal document

saying that the land was rightfully theirs. They did

this, but then took over the land.

Within the document there was a letter written

by people with leprosy, which was really against the

law. Then, strangely after three years, everyone in

Sugiyama contracted leprosy and many died, but

there were three elderly people who had gone on a

pilgrimage to Shikoku and because they had not

participated in signing the submitted document, they

did not become ill. In the village there were around

600 homes and one day everyone in the village
gathered together. They all agreed that the numerous

deaths were a punishment from heaven and so they

prayed, asked for well-known medicine and invited

renowned doctors from aII over the country. For about

three months there was commotion throughout the

village, but no one got better. Everyone was puzzled

and realized that nothing could be done. They could

only cry and lament.

They got together again and talked. The three

healthy elderly people said, "Everyone, no words can

express our sad state. We must make a wish at the

sacred sites in Shikoku to the benevolent Daishi for

all of our sins to be forgiven. We must say, 'We have

no choice but to rely on you, a living Nyorai to whom

we can place an oath. "'
Everyone was impressed at their words, and so

they talked about doing the pilgrimage. Thus, in the

earlv morning of the fourth day of the third month of

the second year of Keian (l-649) sixty of them with

leprosy departed for Shikoku. When they arrived in

Marugame city in Sanuki (Kagawa prefecture) they

tried to get a place to stay the night, but no one would

take them in. They looked at each other and cried.

That night they slept outside. It was said that they

were not allowed a room because other pilgrims

dislike staying with people with leprosy. These sixty

people cried every day and they thought that this

treatment was a punishment for some action and that

the next world must be even worse, so they asked for

repentance.

They pleaded at the repository of the temple,

"Even though we may fall into hell, we ask that

through the benevolence of Daishi you help our

descendants." They fervently repented of their sins

and asked for mercy.

Eventually they arrived at Temple 75, Zentsi-ji,

which made evetyone happy because this is where

Daishi was born. At last, they had something to be

thankful for, but they were still not given rooms for

the night. So with tears in their eyes and looking

down, they passed in front of the inns. It was a pitiful

sight.

People traveling around Shikoku heard this story

and were surprised. The sixty people with their
incurable disease spent the night in the woods near

Zentsi-ji, but everyone's faith was firm and they

repented from their hearts. They chanted the name of

Daishi with utmost effort and then they chanted the

Komy6 Shingon sutra with loud voices as if reaching

up to heaven. Their true hearts were heard and

around 2-3am, they all dozed off.

In their dreams a mysterious voice said to them,

"It is very difficult to change your karma, so

unfortunately while you are alive in this world and

for the next seven generations, it is not possible to

avoid the punishment of your evil deeds no matter

what you do. But, I am moved by your heartfelt
prayers and pleading and so I will take upon myself

your numerous sins and wiII help and save you from

the severe disease in this life. From now on, do the

pilgrimage in reverse order and go to Temple 6,

Anraku-ji in Awa Province where there is a statue of

Yakuo Buddha that I made. There is also a hot spring

where water comes from the ground. Enter this
spring seven times, pray diligently to the statue of

Yakushi and if you repent, you will be instantly cured
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and will receive a healthy body. At that time, shave

your heads, don the attire ofa priest or nun and train
in the ways of Buddhism."

Everyone woke up and looked at each other. They

gave thanks, and while crying chanted the dharna
Shingon sutra. They then folded their hands in
prayer and rejoiced saying, "Thank you. We do not
deserve this. It is wonderful that our prayers have

been heard and that we will receive help."
They quickly left Zentsu-ji and going in reverse

order eventually made it to Temple 6, Anraku-ji.
First, they prayed at the Main Hall and then, at the
Daishi Hall they prostrated themselves and said
words of repentance. Next, the sixty of them while
faithfully praJnng to Yakushi, entered the sacred hot
spring. When they emerged, they noticed that the
color of their skin had mysteriously changed. For the
next seven days they entered the spring and could see

that their decaying bodies had returned to a healthv
state. They looked at each other with disbelief. They
just could not believe that they were cured. Whether
it was a dream or not, it was more than they deserved

and they were left speechless. They discussed among

themselves what to do to show their gratitude. They
got their heads shaved by the priest at Anraku-ji,
entered the ways ofBuddhism and decided to do the
Shikoku pilgrimage twenty-one times. They also

wrote a letter to their hometown in which they
described in detail that the group of sixty had
received a miracle; in other words, they had been

completely cured from an incurable disease due to the
greatness of Daishi. Then they departed from Temple
6.

All the people in their home village were
delighted when they heard the news. Many shaved

their heads after feeling the great power of Daishi
and could not believe whether this cure was a dream
or reality. The people felt they did not deserve such a
blessing. There were also many who gave gifts.
People from all levels of society rejoiced greatly and
made a lot of commotion. The reason why this village,
which had been so stingy changed to good, is due to
the grace of Daishi. Evil became good. This is the true
way of heaven. People in the neighbouring villages
heard about this story and gradually the number of
believers who went to Shikoku increased and there
were some who made pilgrimage groups called
senninko. As well, there were many others from the
Sugiyama village that went on a pilgrimage to

Shikoku. The sixty people from Sugiyama village
completed the Shikoku pilgrimage twenty-one times
in seven years. Then they all returned to their village.

After their return some annually sent gifts to the
temples in Shikoku, some made Daishi-k'o groups

honouring Kobo Daishi, and some built prayer
buildings in their hometown. From that time onward

all of the people in Sugiyama village decided to be

active and organized proxy pilgrimage trips. As well,
donations and rice fields were given to Temple 6,

Anraku-ji. There were some that gave a lot of money.

Everyone entered a path ofgood.

Temple 7, Jriraku-ji
Something terrible happened on the night of the

twenty-fifth day of the third month in 1805. A
governor by the name of Tamura lzuminomori, who

was a believer in Nembutsu and for a long time
believed in the main Buddhist image of Juraku-ji,
had some business to take care of and went to Awa
Province (Tokushima prefecture) from the capital,
Edo (Tokyo). That evening around 2-3am near
northern Naruto city, a very strong wind blew, waves

rose up and eventually the boat he was on stopped.

Then, suddenly a big wave swallowed the thirty-eight
meter boat in one gulp. The boat was just like an

arrow flying with great speed into the mouth of a fish
and the forty people on board yelled and cried, but
Izuminomori was not shaken. He prayed fervently to

the main image of Jfrraku-ji and chanted the name of
Amida. Everyone did the same in a very loud voice.

As a result, the water lit up as if the sun was shining
and the "big fish" upon hearing the name of Amida
immediately disappeared. Everyone on the boat,
whose lives had been saved from this terrible
disaster, safely arrived at the port in Muya and
everything in the boat was put back into its original
place. They then all went to Jfrraku-ji to give thanks
to Amida Nyorai and prayed to the main deity. The
governor rebuilt this Buddhist temple entirely and

later when he returned to Edo, made a Nembutsu
building and created a Nembutsu group. Every year,

he returned to pray at this temple and on March 25

asked others to hold a memorial service. As well, he

donated lands and organized proxy pilgrimages. He

was a true believer.

Temple 8, Kumadani-ji
A long time ago, a very poor person by the name
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of Takigimori Shozaemon lived in the area. For about

seven years he prayed with all his heart to the main

Buddhist image and the thousand-armed Kannon

statue of Kumadani-ji. Then around 12 o'clock on the

eighteenth day of the third month in 1320 a priest

came to rest at the veranda near the front gate and

said, "I have something to ask. While I am

worshipping at Kumadani-ji, can I please leave my

bag here for a short time?"

Shozaemon replied, "Sure, go ahead. Please leave

it over there," then he lowered his head many times

at the altar ofDaishi, prayed for forgiveness and until

early evening fervently chanted the Komyo Shingon

sutra. Shozaemon did not notice the passing of time,

but then the bell rang marking 6pm. He lit a candle,

looked at the garden and thought, "Where is the

pilgim who had left his bag here?"

He said to his wife, "Bring that bag inside and

keep an eye on it."
The husband ran toward Kumadani-ji and asked

around, but he could not find the priest. He returned

home and said to his wife, "This is strange. Bring that

bag here."

They opened it and found beautiful beads

carefully wrapped in a brocade bag. There was also a

note which said, "This juzu is made from the tree

where Buddha obtained enlightenment. I give them

to you, so take them as quickly as possible to Mt.

Koya and present them to the priests at the

repository at the Okunoin, the inner sanctuary. At
that time, you will obtain good fortune and will
change from being a farmer to a prosperous person."

After the note had been read, the words quickly

disappeared and only the frgure of Daishi remained.

The couple believed that they were unworthy of such

guidance, looked at each other and were speechless.

The husband then said, "The benevolent Daishi has

felt sorry for our suffering and a time for a miracle

has arrived."

The next day they prepared for Shozaemon's trip
and he left for Mt. Koya at noon on the 19th. He soon

reached Mt. Koya, folded his hands in prayer in front

of Daishi at the Okunoin, and chanted with all his

heart the name of Daishi. When he looked back he

saw there were many priests and said, "I am sorry to

bother you, but my name is Takigimori Shozaemon

and I live close to Temple 8, Kumadani-ji, in the Itano

district of Awa province. I would like to present this
juzu to someone and would be very happy if you

would accept it." He lowered his head and presented

it to them.

One elderly priest took the string ofbeads, looked

at it for a while and asked, "This is rare. These beads

made from the tree where Buddha achieved

enlightenment. How did you get them?"

Shozaemon first explained the entire strange

story to the priests and then to the people of the

house. Everyone said that it was a strange story. The

priest then asked, "Is thejuzu in sequence?"

The husband removed the brocade, "This is what

it is."

It was a double sequence just like the bodai juzu

that everyone else had. The priest thought about it
and told his student to take Shozaemon to the main

building in order to conduct a service for him. At this

time, there was not an Indian Bodhi on Mt. Koya so

everyone wanted part ofthe string ofbeads. Thus, the

top ranking temple priests drew lots and after
consulting with each other, split up the juzu and

decided on a price. One bead would be twenty gold ryo

and the whole thing would be 420 ryo.

They collected the money and said to Shozaemon,

"This money is payment for the juzu. Use it for the

necessary costs while on your journey." They tried to

give him the money, but he was reluctant to take it.

Shozaemon said, "Priests, there is no reason for

me to receive money for the juzu which I have

presented. I have no use for it." Shozaemon was

indeed a conscientious person. The priests thought

that it would be good to send the money with a

messenger to his house in Awa. Soon afterward, the

money from Mt. Koya arrived at the house of

Shozaemon in Donari village, but his wife did not

know why such money had come. She told Takeda,

the leader of the village, and submitted a report to

the village office stating that money with a letter had

arrived from Mt. Koya.

The village officials read the letter and said to

her, "Now we completely understand. This is the

money for twenty-one juzu beads. Shozaemon knows

best about this, so for now, place this money in a safe

place and wait for him to come back." The wife was

relieved to hear this and gave the money to the priest

at Kumadani-ji and waited for her husband to return.

This story quickly spread throughout the village.

Shozaemon visited other sites on Mt. Koya and

Kumano and it took about twenty days for him to

reach home. When he did his wife told him about the
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letter and a large amount of money that had arrived
from Mt. Koya.

Shozaemon was surprised and said, "Wife,
rejoice! This is a great blessing provided by the
benevolence of Daishi." Both of them were delighted,

put their hands together in prayer and chanted the

name of Daishi. From this incident their faithful
hearts became stronger and to celebrate the trip to
Mt. Koya they invited everyone from the village to

their home for a meal and let Shikoku pilgrims stay

the night. For three days, ceremonies were held in
the Main Hall of Kumadani-ji including goma (fire)

memorial services. The couple donated 100 gold ryo to

both the Main and Daishi Hall and used the rest of
the money to buy land. After this, they did the
Shikoku pilgrimage seven times and from that
spring, their land - unlike other people's - became

very profitable. It was strange for them to have such

a large amount ofmoney, but they prospered because

Shozaemon was trustworthy and had virtue. As well,
a son was born who continued the family name and

the couple was forever delighted. Using a character
from each of his parents, the boy was named
Toranojo.

On February 4th, Shozaemon went to all of the
temples along the pilgrimage and returned home on

May 18th, but then spent a night at the Daishi Hall at
Kumadani-ji. In the early morning he fell asleep and

in a dream was told, "From this year you should start
an indigo business because you will be sure to earn a
lot of money."

The temple bell rang to mark 6am and
Shozaemon woke up, rejoiced, gave thanks and
promised to obey the instruction in this dream. That
month he changed his job, started an indigo dye

business and gradually prospered. Every year profits
increased and in four or five years time people called

him a very rich person, but in early January he

became a little sick and in the early morning of the
twenty-first day of that month he died a peaceful
death.

Before dying, however, he wrote, "I was born in
Choshfr province and because everyone in the family
had died leaving only me, I came to worship at the
temples along the Shikoku pilgrimage to hold a
memorial service for my ancestors. When I came to

Temple 8, Kumadani-ji of Awa Province believing
fervently and conducting training to receive
absolution ofthe sins ofthe past three generations, I

contracted a prolonged illness, became poor and

suffered, but was helped by the priest of Kumadani-ji.

With not much in my life I was given help thanks to

Kannon Daishi and to give thanks I came to do the
pilgrimage. I was poor so things did not go as well as

I had thought and my penniless household
worshipped Daishi and repented of the sins I had

committed. Daishi had syrnpathy on me and allowed

my family to prosper for two generations. To show my
gratitude I came to pray at Kumadani-ji every day

and on the 18th and 21"1, everyone in my household

came to the temple to pray. On both these days, we

provided goods to 100 pilgrims and provided
accommodation. We presented three cups of rice at
noon and one pair of straw sandals and every evening

throughout the year we allowed twenty-one pilgrims

to stay at our home. As well, every spring and fall, we

did the pilgrimage fot someone. One should give frve

gold coins each time as a donation toward the
Shikoku pilgrimage. To Kumadani-ji, we gave

donations and rebuilt buildings every year. Also,

every morning everyone in our household prayed at
the Buddhist altar reading a roll of the sutra of
Kannon, saying the Komyo Shingon 108 times, saying

the name of Daishi 1000 times, and asking for
repentance. We did this with all of our heart. This

was a sign of gratitude for all of the blessings we had

received. This was done every day without fail and I
ask that it be done in my memory. There is nothing
more that I ask."

Shozaemon was indeed a true believer. His son,

Toranojo said, "Father, I promise to do all the things
you ask." His father was relieved to hear this and

after his father's death, Toranojo faithfully did as he

promised. Every year his income increased and he

became a rich person in the area. Circumstances
changed and Toranoj6 had several mistresses and the
house was rebuilt unlike anyone else's. His
extravagant lifestyle continued for some time and he

hired many people. He had become just like a feudal
lord.

His favourite wife, faking a sad face, said to him,
"I don't mind that every day of every month you help
unsightly pilgrims and let them stay the night,
but I ask that you stop such actions as soon as

possible because what you are doing is driving me

ctazy."

Another wife said to him, "A lot of money will be

needed if you repeatedly give alms and gifts all year
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Iong. Doing such things is not profrtable in any way.

It would be more interesting and better for the soul to

use the money to buy a dog or bird. When pilgrims

chant the Shingon or Nembutsu sutra it is like they

are waiting for death. I feel sick when I see begging

pilgrims or young priests."

Quickly and gradually evil crept into the
household of Toranojo and it started to corrupt the

heart and mind of Toranojo. From this time,
misfortune slowly increased and the consequences of

evil came about. (the rest of the story has been cut.)

Temple 10, Kirihata-ji
A long time ago there was a masterless samurai

and fugitive warrior of the Heike clan called Sado

Kurando who lived in Kawashima town in Awa
Province. He had a blind son, who could not take over

the family household, and so he fretted about this day

and night. He prayed devotedly to Kannon at
Kirihata-ji asking that even one eye of the child
would open. Since the boy was five years old, the
parents worked hard to teach him to perform various

acts so that he did not fall behind other children in
their learning.

The older son, Sakonoichi, who was nineteen, had

deep faith in Kannon and Kobo Daishi, improved
quickly in performing and became a famous person in
Awa province. A new year came and that spring
Kurando happily said, "Sakonoichi, at the end ofthis
month go to the capital, meet your grandmother, and

say that you have obtained a governmental post as a

teacher. She will be very pleased. I do not have

enough money, so I have sold some land and have

prepared funds necessary for your travel".

March 17th came and Sakonoichi said to his
parents, "Today is the monthly okomori event of the

17th, so I will stay the night at Kirihata-ji and if I go

from there to Kyoto, I should be able to give a prayer

of thanks at Daishi's To-ji temple on the 21d. Then I
can go on my grandmother's house, talk with her
about various things and then come home."

Kurando replied, "Sakonichi, unlike other times,

this time you will be taking lots of money, so I will get

our serwant Sazusuke to go with you."

Sakonoichi said, "Father, there is no need for

anyone in the house to come along. I will go by

myself. Hurry up and give me the money."

The parents said, "Sakonoichi, no matter what
you say, you must be very careful while traveling.

Please go with a servant."

Sakonoichi would not listen and strongly
rebutted with, "Even though you may say so, ten

years ago when I went with someone in the family,

everyone laughed. Travelers from such faraway
places as Kyushu and Oshu were by themselves, but I
was laughed at. People said, 'Couldn't you have come

by yourselffrom such a close place as 30 or 50 ri (1, ri
= about 4km) away.' This time I am older and have

become an adult, so let me go by myself."

His father replied, "No matter what I think, what

you say is true. So, I will let you go by yourself." He

gave Sakonoichi the money and added, "Son, this is a

lot of money, so do not be caught off guard. Be

extremely careful."

As he was about to give the money to his son,

Sakonoichi's mother came up and with a scornful face

said, 'You are a stubborn person. What will you do if
you lose this money somewhere along the route?"

Sakonoichi with a smirk on his face said, "This is

what my mother did, but I am not stupid. Please do

not worry that the money will be taken."

Mother interjected with, "Hearing the truth is
reassuring, but what will you do if it is stolen?"

He replied, "If a robber takes it, I will never

return to this house."

"Father, do you hear what he is saying?" his

mother said, became angry and stormed out the back

door.

His father saw Sakonoichi off by saying, "Come

back safely" and went back inside.

Sakonoichi, by himself, departed and went to
pray at Kirihata-ji. He first wanted to give thanks to

Daishi so at the Daishi Hall he prostrated himself

and offered prayers to Daishi. He removed from his

neck a biwa (Japanese lute) and started to play a

song of the Heike. He then chanted the name of
Daishi and the Kdmyo Shingon sutra. Then he went

to the Main Hall and again sang a song of the Heike

and played the biwa with all of his heart. He was

there for such a long time that the money in the
purse which was strung around his neck felt heavy,

so he removed it, and placed it carefully to the left of

his kimono and then started to play the biwa again.

Evening soon came and the temple bell rang. At this

sign, the people who had come to ptay at the temple

went for dinner, but an evil, deceiving priest called

Unkanbo from the temple Mansai-ji in the city of
Tokushima, appeared. Every month on the 17th he
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eame to this temple and tricked careless people just

like a cunning demon.

He came to the Main Hall of Kirihata-ji and

looked around. He saw Sakonoichi playing the biwa

and with a closer look could see that there was some

sort ofbag near where Sakonoichi sat. He went closer

to Sakonoichi and saw the money purse. Unkanbo

successfully stole the money, and quickly put it in his

sutra box. He left the scene, went to the temple and

ate dinner. He was a very evil priest.

Sakonoichi did not realize anl-thing and as long

as his voice carried he sung the Heike song. Finally
he said, "I'm happy. I will rest awhile and then go to

pray again." He returned the biwa to its place and

searched for the purse which he had left underneath

his arm, but what should have been there was gone.

He thought this was strange and searched all around,

but it was only natural that it could not be found. It
had been stolen. Sakonoichi felt a large gap in his

heart, and he prayed. He was speechless and thought

that this was perhaps a punishment for some deed.

Tears fell from both his eyes and he thought, "When I
turned frve, I contacted a severe illness and have

suffered greatly. Then just when I thought my life
would end, I received great compassion and mercy

and my life was saved. I have forgotten this blessing

and when I should have left home and become a
priest, I focused only on the arts and tried to obtain a
high position as a teacher. I have been so selfish.

Namu Daishi Henjo Kongo, I am someone who has

become blind in this world because of the consequence

of my actions. I ask for your mercy." He cried loudly.

The people who were watching their children
were surprised and came running to the temple and

explained the state of Sakonoichi to the priest who

said, "This is very sad. Has Sakonoichi lost the money

necessary to become ateacher?"

The priest went to see Sakonoichi, who said with
a shaking voice and crying, "I am very gracious for
the kindnesses of you and the other temple priests,

however, please stop looking into this matter. I will
go home at once and talk with my father. I will
prepare money again and tomorrow I will come to

pray here for sure."

The priest thought that this was very
heartbreaking, but he could not do anybhing. He said,

"Tomorrow, go home as quickly as possible."

The believers who were with him said,
"Sakonoichi, the rock hill is dangerous, so we will

escort you to the front of the gate." Four of them led

him saying, "Be careful. Watch your step" and they

all started back with him.

Sakonoichi asked, "Thank you for being so kind.

Is there a building of Ema somewhere close by?"

Someone said, 'Yes, Sakonoichi, there is a place

of Ema."

He gave thanks and in low spirits entered the

building. No one understood why he wanted to find
such a place so they waited for him outside. Without
knowing what everyone was doing, Sakonoichi put his

hands together in prayer in front of Ema and said,

"Fearing you, I have something to ask. Due to my

karma I have received a punishment of Buddha today

and have suffered by losing a great deal ofmoney. It
is difficult for me to go back to my home and I am

prepared to throw myself into the Yoshino River.
What I know is that everyone says Ema is the ruler of
Hell and in order to receive forgiveness for my sins I
will read the Komyo Shingon 108 times and the
sutras of Kannon, so by doing so, I ask for help in my

future."
The people outside heard the heartfelt wish of

Sakonoichi and were shocked. They cried, "Oh nol

Sakonoichi is prepared to die by drowning in the
river. We must do something to help him."

Sakonoichi chanted the Komyo Shingon sutra
with all his heart, asking for forgiveness of his sins

from the benevolent Kannon. He raised his voice as

best he could and when he finished the Shingon

sutra, he read the sutras ofKannon for as long as he

voice held. When he reached the part, Muryoku
Henshin Kannon Myochiryoku, strangely both of his

eyes opened. Sakonoichi was surprised and

speechless. He wondered what had happened and

when he looked ahead, he could see King Ema in
front, Kannon on the left and Daishi on the right.
Then with a loud rejoicing voice and crying, he said,

"Is this a miracle of mercy? Namu Daishi Henjo
Kongo, it is unbelievable that after fifteen years my

eyes have opened and I can worship the figure of
Buddha. Is this a dream or realitv? I do not deserve

such."

Then, the people he was traveling with entered

the building and said, "Sakonoichi, have your eyes

opened?" He went outside to see if someone was

there. They said, "You said that you would drown
yourself in the Yoshino River, but we were going to

help you with your journey so we have been waiting
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for you outside."

He said, "My eyes have opened, so I will not kill
myself. My heart has changed. Please go home", he

said putting his hands together and worshipping
Ema.

One person said, "Let's quickly go and tell the
priest about this" and ran toward Kirihata-ji.

The priest quickly came to the scene, heard the

story and said, "Sakonoichi, due the power of your
faithful heart, your eyes have been opened. Can you

see my face well?"

Sakonoichi took the priest's hands and with his
head slightly down said, "Priest, this is something to

be truly thankful for. Of course, I can see the face of
the Buddha in the temple. I can see everyone's face

very well. I am so happy that I am crying and
speechless."

The priest said to him, "Sakonoichi, this is
because of the feelings in your heart. As well, I heard

that you were prepared to kill yourself. How happy
your parents will be when they hear that both ofyour
eyes have now opened, but, it is odd that the money
has disappeared from the Main Hall. As well, it is
strange, yet wonderful that both your eyes have been

opened in the Ema building."
Everyone looked at each other in amazement.

The priest added, "But just now many people who
were talking of you came running from the Main Hall
saying, 'Priest, are you tlnere? "'

I replied, "Yes, I am. What do you waut?"
They said, "Yes, right now there is a big

commotion going on at the Main Hall. Something
very unusual has happened and we have come to get
you. The priest from Mansai-ji in Tokushima has
fallen upside down, lost eyesight in both eyes and is
cr)'1ng from the pain. He is now in a state of suffering
and said to us, 'Quickly ask the priest to come and
tell him I wish to ask for forgiveness.' So, that is why
we have come running here. Please hurry."

The priest was flustered and said, "This is
terrible. At the Ema building, Sakonoichi's eyes were
opened and now at the Main Hall, someone has lost
their eyesight. First, bring Sakonoichi to the temple."

Sakonoichi was brought to the Main Hall where
there was a large commotion.

The priest entered the Main Hall and saw the
evil, thieving priest who had his hands together and
with a shaking voice said, "I am afraid. Please forgive
me. Just a little while ago I stole money from the

purse of Sakonoichi and as a punishment, I cannot

see. It is like needles have been put into my eyes. The
pain is like an eternal hell. Please, with your
blessing, quickly forgive me."

There was no one who did not fear that this was

a punishment of Daishi. For seven days and seven

nights, the evil priest continually tried to stand up,

but he always fell down. As well, his eyesight never

returned and he had a high fever which like a fire
spread throughout his body. Finally on the seventh

day around 2am in the morning he died a state of
madness.

This is a miracle story of Kirihata-ji that we

should all fear. Originally the statue of the main
image was carved by Daishi and is a treasured
Kannon. It is wrong to present oneself as a holy priest
in front of this Buddhist image after doing something

very evil. If such an evil priest is not punished in the
present for his actions, everyone's faith in the sacred

places of Shikoku will disappear. In this story Daishi
has quickly shown his power to everyone. Everyone,

be afraid and believe.

Temple 11, Fujiidera
Tale l

A long time ago, there was a man called Izumiya
Jihei who lived in Okubi town in Osaka. From a
young age he suffered greatly from sensitivity to cold.

Various medicinal treatments were tried, but nothing
was effective. Finally he lost all power in his legs and

was unable to stand. Since nothing could help, he

decided to pray at the sacred sites in Shikoku. He teft
home on February 25th, but he could not proceed for
more than 1 ri (4km), or closer to half a ri, in one day.

The trip around Shikoku was very diffrcult for him,
but he did the pilgrimage again. On March 27,7866,
when he spent the night at No. 11, Fujiidera, the
deity ofYakushi Nyorai appeared to him in a dream

and said, "Your sickness is due to your karma, so I
will give you medicine in this jar. Wash your feet in
the water of Fujii."

He woke up after receiving this instruction and
found medicine by the side of his pillow. The next
morning while chanting the Shingon of Nyorai, he

washed his feet with the perfumed water and was

able to stand. Everyone with him was greatly
surprised and was speechless at this great blessing,

so they chanted with a loud voice with all of their
heart the name of Daishi. After this incident, Jihei
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shaved his head and in order to repay this great
favour completed the pilgrimage twenty-one times.
Then when he returned home, he created a senniru-l?o,

a pilgrimage group, and built a Daishi hall. This story
gives proof to the existence of Nyorai. Believe this
miracle storl,-.

Tale 2

In Ashu (Tokushima prefecture), there is a large

river called Yoshino-gawa and since olden times there
have been three shoals called "charity crossings"
where boats have crossed. In the village of Awa in the

district of Awa there was a man called Abeawa
IJemon, who was a very pious person and strongly
believed in the main Buddhist image at Fujiidera. In
order to help the pilgrims who came from around the
country, he bought land with 360 gold coins and with
the profits always let people cross the river for free.

He thought to continue this service for future
generations as well, but money was necessary to do

this, so he asked that the pilgrims write their names

in an accounting book. When a pilgrim from Matsue

in Shimane prefecture, however, was asked to sign

the book it was discovered that a person called Isuke
who was in the town of Shiwakuya in Takamatsu-city

of Sanuki (Kagawa) province had the book.

Everyone thought this was strange and asked

Itsuke for details. He replied, "There is a mountain
priest called Ha4join of Tamachi of Takamatsu who

went up to Kyoto and prayed at the Daishi HalI at To-

ji temple. There he met an honorable priest who said,

'This is the donation book of the Yoshino river of Awa
province. A pilgrim from Shimane was asked to sign

it and took it home, but that person's wife was evil
and said that her husband should not get involved. It
looked like they would get into a fight, so I got the
book back.'

He asked the mountain priest, 'Sorry to bother
you, but please pass this book to the person in charge,

Isuke.'This priest brought the book to me."

This is indeed a strange thing. Evervone said
that the honorable priest at To-ji is the Daishi and it
is said that everyone was afraid.

Temple 12, Sh6san-ji
In the past there were many thieves who lived in

the Kitayama area near Shosan-ji. They cut out and

sold the livers of people and also sometimes killed
pilgrims traveling around Shikoku. In Yasaka village

of Matsuyama city in Iyo province (Ehime prefecture)

there was a prefectural governor by the name of
Llemon Saburo who had a younger brother by the
name of Uemon Shir6, who was a reg:ional samurai.

For some reason Saburo and Shiro's mother had

taken Shiro's son and departed on the Shikoku
pilgrimage, but they were deceived by a robber and

were about to lose their lives. The mother prayed to

Daishi and, perhaps as an answer to her prayers, saw

IJemon Shir6 enter the gate in the early evening. He

had made a mistake during his travels, climbed to the
peak of the mountain, look around and saw a small lit
lantern down in the valley. He came down the
mountain thinking that he would ask to stay the
night at the home with the lantern. When he reached

the front gate of the dilapidated home, he saw a man

of about fifty years old smoking nearing the fire pit,
located in the center ofthe house.

Shiro asked politely, "Excuse me. I am a Shikoku
pilgrim and am lost. The sun has set and I do not
know what to do. Please let me stay the night."

The man smiled and kindly said, "You are a

pilgrim, are you? And you have lost your way and

have to come ask me to stay the night? Looking for a
place to stay must have caused a lot of stress. My
home is dirty and messy, but you are welcome to stay

the night."
Shir6 was very happy and said, "Thank you. I

accept your kind offer." He came inside, removed his

backpack, took off his sandals, washed his feet and

sat down. The two of them exchanged formal
greetings.

The man said, "Please have some tea," and
nervously looked toward the back room several times.

He asked, "Pilgrim, would you like to conduct a

service from now?" .'

The pilgrim said, 'Yes, every evening I conduct a

prayer for the duration ofone incense stick."
The man replied, "While you are doing this, I

have an errand to run at a place about two or three
kilometers from here, so please watch the house while
I am away and please take your time with the
service."

He left and Shird chanted the Shingon sutra over

and over, but then from one of the back rooms he

heard a child crying.

Shir6 said, "What?! That voice is just like my own

child." He opened the sliding door of the back room

and saw his mother with both of her hands bound and
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something large stuffed in her mouth. He also saw his

child sobbing close by.

He gasped and said, "This is terrible. What is
going on?" He cut the rope with a sword that just
happened to lying around and removed the rag from

his mother's mouth.

His mother with a crying voice said, "Shird,
thank you so much for coming. The owner of this
home is a robber, who deceived me and brought us

here this morning. He tied me up so that he could

take my liver, but then you arrived so he was not able

to do anything. He has gone to get from help from his
ftiends. If we stay here who knows what sort of fate

we might meet. We must run away as quickly as

possible. He was about to kill me just before you

came, but I fervently prayed to Daishi that this would
not happen. This is the miraculous power of Daishi.

Shiro, your sword skills are better than everyone else,

but you might be killed by a flying weapon, so run
away quickly."

Shiro prayed to Daishi and then said, "Mother,
hold these things. I will carry the child. Quickly, let's

escape from the back." Shiro took his mother's hand,

but it was pitch black outside and he could not frgure

out the right direction to go.

Shird and his mother chanted diligently the
Komyo Shingon sutra and pleaded, "Namu Daishi
Henjo, please help us."

The great power of Daishi appeared and like
midday a light of burning fire emerged from beyond

the mountain. The mother and son rejoiced and
chanted more sutras and as they continued along
they could figure out where they were going. The

thief returned to the house with many of his friends
and could see the two pilgrims running away by
looking at the burning mountain path leading away

from the house.

The thief said, "We have blown it, guys! They
have set fire to my house. Go and get them and kill
them."

They took out their special weapons, aimed and

shot towards the pilgrims and then chased after
them. Strangely, however, nothing was left of the
path and it all became a sea of flame making it
impossible to go any further. The entire flat land
became a sea of flame due to the power of Daishi. It
was quite a strange sight. It was punishment for the

evil deeds done by the wicked thieves. Due to this
story this place was called Shosan or "Burning

Mountain Temple."

Shird was able to successfully escape this
misfortune and with his mother and child ran to the

Main Hall of Shdsan-ji. The priest was in the middle

of the night-long service and many priests were

chanting incantations and the name of Daishi.

Shird entered the Main HalI, grabbed the hands

of the priest and said, "Sorry, but I have the following

to say. I am a country samurai called Shiro from
Matsuyama in Iyo. With a great wish I started on the

Shikoku pilgrimage, but now at the foot of the
mountain there is a great commotion."

He told the whole story and not only the priest,

but everyone else in the temple was shocked and

speechless. The priest said, "This is something to be

afraid of. In fact, recently in my nightly dreams, I
have been told that soon some evil robbers will die by

fire along the north path of this mountain. I say to

the vice-priest and all pilgrims go and investigate"

All the fellow travelers departed for the north
mountain. Shiro who remained turned toward to the

priest and said, "I am sor:ry to be rude, but I would

like to say the following: Just like I said we are

originally from the village of Yasaka in Matsuyama

and I have been adopted at the place of the
prefectural governor of Kumano-cho. Even I am

selfish, so I have been renamed the evil Shiro and

cannot tell all of the bad things I had committed, but
I am grateful for receiving the blessing of mercy and

from now I will reform my ways. In order to receive

forgiveness and absolution of my great sins, I have

come to complete the pilgrimage twenty-one times to

the sacred sites of Daishi. At this time I have

something to ask and it would greatly please me if
you would agree. First ofall, in order to pay tribute to
my ancestors please let this boy become a student of
some priest. It would bring me great happiness if this
is possible. If you allow this wish then from now on I
will take this child on twenty-one pilgrimages around

the sacred sites of Shikoku. Afterward, if you really
accept him and he has shaved his head and donned

the robes of a priest, our ancestors will be happy and

I will reach enlightenment."

The priest understood his Shiro's wish and said,

"I understand. If you first take that child on twenty-

one pilgrimages to the 88 sacred sites, then I will
accept him as a true student. As proof of this promise

I will give my juzu to your son."

Shiro and his mother prostrated themselves and
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thanked the priest. Shiro, while crying, asked,
"Priest, I have three brothers and they are all very

evil men. They are outlaws, in other words, the
enemy of the Daishi. One of them, Uemon Saburo, in
the early morning of May 5tr' broke the staff of the
living Nyorai and received a punishment that all his

sons were bitten by snakes and died. But, according

to a rumour which I heard yesterday, he has changed

his heart and in order to receive forgiveness for his

deeds has left home to go to the sacred sites in
Shikoku. Eventually this evil man will come to
worship at this mountain. When he does I ask that
you instruct him in some \vay."

The prie-st replied, "It is nothing to cry about.

There i-. a provelb that states poisonous medicine can

tuln into good rnedicine or on the other side of evil,
people are good. Buddha teaches that in order to
achieve enlightenment one must become free of all
evil temptations, so in the end even Saburo can attain
salvation through the rnercy of Daishi. There is no

mistake that enlightenment can be achieved in this
world."

Shiro and his mother were happy to hear this
and chanted the name of Daishi, but as they were

doing this the group of people who had gone to
investigate the north mountain came back. They said,

"We have just examined various places along the path

of the north mountain and found about ten robbers

who have died in the fire. As well five or six of them
have injured their hands or legs and are crying in a

loud voice. It looks like they cannot move their
bodies."

The priest thought about their report and said,

"This is awful. What shall I do? I cannot leave it as is.

I must submit a report to the officials as quickly as

possible." So a letter was written and submitted.
Many officials then came to the north mountain and

arrested the group of thieves and took them away.

This is the punishment of their evil deeds and
because of this story, even today; this place is called

Shosan-ji, temple of the burning mountain.
Shiro took his son on the Shikoku pilgrimage and

after seven years they finaliy completed twenty-one
circuits. The child then became a student of the
temple priest and he surpassed other peopie in
academrc training and discovered various things and

many people sought direction from him. He was

respected as a person of great virtuous acts and his
fame spread throughout among all people. He was a

great senior priest of this mountain, the unusual
priest of Shdsan-ji and was given the name of
"Present-day Daishi." This was the child of Shiro.

This is indeed very strange karma. Everyone, believe

it.

Temple 13, Dainichi-ji
A long time ago there was a rich man with the last
name of Aino who lived in the village of Ichinomiya.

He died leaving his two sons to run the house. The

older son's name was Tokutaro and he was the heir.

The younger son's name was Tokujir6 who built a

new home and lived close by. The older son left for
business to Bigo province in Kyushu and the younger

son annually went to Kyoto where he booked a room

at an inn called Matsuyaki Saburo east of the river by

Sanjd street.

At this inn there was a daughter who was a miho
(a shrine maiden) called Haru and as if by fate, Haru
and Tokujir6 decided to live together without getting

married and enjoyed their secret relationship
together. Neither set ofparents nor any other person

knew about this situation. They continued this way
for about two years, but Haru became pregnant and

carried a new life within her. This year, however,
Tokujiro did not go to Kyoto, but went with his
brother to Kyushu. During this time Haru became

sick and remained bedridden for about two months.

Various doctors came and different medicines were

tired, but Haru did not get better. Gradually her
illness worsened and it seemed that she would die

soon.

Haru looked at her parents with tears in her eyes

and said, "Please let me rest at the house, which is
close to To-ji temple because it would be convenient to

go and pray to Daishi. Please let me move there."
Her parents had compassion on her and said,

"We understand. We will appoint a helper at the
home near To-ji and hope that you get better." The

parents did exactly as she asked.

Haru did not talk about Tokujird and throughout
the day and night fervently chanted the name of
Daishi and the sutra of Dainichi Nyorai. Her helper

could not understand why Haru prayed so much and

thought that Haru was strange. Unfortunately Haru's

condition worsened and her prayers had no effect.

Her siblings, parents and relatives all worried about

her and even the doctor gave up.

At this time Haru turned to her father and with
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her hands in prayer said, "When I die, please bury me

on the temple grounds of To-ji and I ask to receive the
stupa of the secret Dainichi Nyorai."

Even though her father, Kisaburo belonged to the

Jodo Shinshrl sect, he felt sorry for his daughter and

understood her request. Soon afterward Haru passed

away like the pedals of a flower being blown by the
transient wind. All the people in the family gathered

together and the parents followed the wishes of their
daughter exactly and buried her on the grounds ofTo-
ji.

About a year later Tokujiro returned from
Kyushu and at first, was happy to hear that all was

well. He thought he would go to Kyoto as soon as

possible, meet Haru and discuss with her parents the
next step toward marriage. His mother and older
brother ag::eed to this idea and he rejoiced from his
heart to pass on the words of celebration to Haru.
First, he went to the Buddhist altar, and when he
went to light a candle, the sliding door of the back
room opened and he heard a faint gloomy voice come

from the gate. "Is this the home of Tokujir6?" It was

the voice of Haru!
He replied, "This is strange. It is night and you

have come so far. It is rare for you to visit." He
opened the back door and Haru came in. Tokujiro was

surprised and said, "Wow, Haru! Thank you for
coming so far. Please come over here."

He led her to the back living room. They
exchanged greetings and after carefully looking at
each other, he noticed that she was carrying a baby
on her back. Tokujird could not understand and said,

"Haru, whose child is this? Did you bring it? Or were
you asked by someone to bring it here?"

Haru lowered her voice and said, "I am sure you
have doubts, but this child is a product of when we
made love last year. He was born last winter on
December 8th. In other words he was born in the hour,
day, month and year of the Ox. He is the body of the
deity, Dainichi Nyorai."

Haru explained everything from the beginning to
the end.

She added, "Just as you told me, all day and
night I prayed devotedly the secret incantation of
Abiraunken and as a blessing of the Buddha, the
baby was born and grew. Indeed this child is a son of
Buddha and I must pass him on to you. That is why I
have come so far."

Tokujiro thought, "This is really strange" and

said, "What I don't understand is your voice. It is a
voice ofdarkness and not ofbrightness. I know that it
must have been a difficult journey, so come out of the
cold and relax by warming yourself by the fire.
Fortunately there is a lot of food at the main house,

so I will arrange to have some brought here."

He ran quickly to the main house, told his
mother what was happening, got food and returned to

the house. When he opened the back sliding door, he

said, "Haru, sorry for keeping you waiting. Please eat

this." He took the food close to the fire pit, but he

could not see anyone around. "WelI, where did she go?

Is the child here?"

He turned over the futon and saw a smiling baby

hugging a stupa. He said, "What happened? Haru has

disappeared, but there is a stupa. Was Haru that I
just saw a ghost? This is very odd." He ran back to
the main house and told his mother in detail what
had happened.

She was surprised and said, "What?! First, let's
tell the priest at Ichinomiya shrine and ask if this
something good or evil" Without delay they got the
priest and Tokujiro told him the whole story.

When the priest heard about the baby and stupa,
he said, "This must mean that sometime the woman
must have died, and as one final resolution she
borrowed the mercy of Dainichi Nyorai. It is this
being that has raised this son. From olden times,
there have been similar cases in Japan, China and
India. The tale of a stupa raising a child can also be

seen in old documents. It is most likely this child
must have been brought up by the stupa. First, it is

best that Tokujiro's mother raise him. Tokujiro must
quickly go to Kyoto and tell the whole story to this
woman's parents to confirm details about Haru."

Tokujir6 left for Kyoto, arrived at the house of
Matsuya Kisaburo on Sanjo street, and told the whole
story in great detail to Haru's parents, who were very
surprised. This strange tale hit them hard and they
cried with tears ofgratitude.

After a while they said, 'Young man, we had no

idea that you and my daughter were in a common-law
relationship. To us, this is something to celebrate in a

big way. Our daughter obeyed your words and by the
mercy obtained by always praying the secret chant of
Dainichi Nyorai, the stupa was able to raise a child.
Despite her fervent prayers, Haru became sick and

she asked us, 'I will pray for a thousand days to
Daishi at To-ji, so please let me rest at the house that
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is near To-ji. I ask that 1,ou let rle do this.' There was

no other choice, so we 1et hel clo so."

The nurse \\'ho took carc of Halu said to her
parents, "Your daughter \1 as an odd person. Every
day she did not eat i1n\- meet or fish. As we1l, without
fail, she said the scclet Shingon sutra, Abiranunken,
of Dainichi \]-lrltii a thousand times and chanted
'Namu Daishr Hen.jo Kongo' one thousand times.
Unfortr.rnateh'. fiorvever, her sickness worsened and

fir.rallr'. er-en s-eil-known doctors lost all hope."

Tr'ie tarents said to Tokujiro, "She was going to
die ar.rd s.hen rve came to visit, she asked of us with
her hands together, 'Our family belongs to the Jodo

Shinshfi sect but, when I die, please bury me within
the temple compound of To-ji.' We had pity on her
and said that we would follow her wishes. She added,

'I have something else to ask. PIease ask for the
guidance of the senior high priest of To-ji. I would be

very happy if a stupa of Dainichi Nyorai would be

raised as my burial marker. I ask that you do this.'As
if knowing the time of her death, she put her hands

together in prayer and passed away." The parents
told this story with tears in their eyes.

Tokujiro cried and said, "\4lhat a sad story" and
added; "Now I understand. Five days ago, a being in
the form of Haru carrying the baby on her back, came

to my house and called my name from the gate. This
is just as I have told you. Father and mother of Haru,
I ask that you quickly come to Tokushima. Please

come, even just once, to see the stupa and condition of
your grandson."

Haru's parents went to Tokushima. Everyone in
the family had gathered at the house of Aino in the
village of Ichinomiya and was talking about various
things when Tokujiro and Haru's parents arrived.
Everyone exchanged greetings and then Haru's
parents were guided to the back room, were fed and
then the group related what they had been talking
about before the arrival ofTokujiro.

Kisaburo said to everyone, "Please show me this
stupa and my grandchild."

One of the relatives responded, "We should get

the priest of Ichinomiya as soon as possible because

he s'as asked to come at the start of this incident."
Evervone agreed, so Tokujiro ran to Ichinomiya

shrine and got the priest, who greeted everyone and

said to Haru's father. "I am sure that it was a difficult
journey to come from far arvay Kyoto. Thank you for
coming. It is a special and strange fate that these two

families have been brought together. Your daughter
brought a small child to this home; night came, and

in a very short period of time your daughter
disappeared. There was only a small child and a

stupa. Tokujird was surpdsed and made his way to
Kyoto as quickly as possible, heard from you the story
from the beginning to the end, and then brought you

here. A priest was requested to come, so that is why I
am here now. I will tell you about this incident, but
what has occurred is very strange and I can't think of
anything more bizarre. This morning I had a good

look at the child, but he is really not like a reg"ular

person. Even now, he hardly eats and only holds the

stupa and licks it. This stupa is indeed odd because

when it becomes dark, it shines. In other words, it is
the limitless stupa of wisdom. Quick, bring the child
here and show him to his grandparents."

Someone brought the child and when his
grandfather hugged him, the child smiled. Then when

the child was put in his grandfather's lap, Kisaburd
shed tears and said, "Our grandson is so cute, but
there is no mother. Perhaps he is relying on the stupa
to be his mother. This is another form of destiny.
Perhaps this is the result ofwhat happened. Tokujiro,
please ask the priest. We, as a couple, from this day

forward will become disciples in the way of Buddhism
and take our grandchild on a pilgrimage around
Shikoku in memory of our daughter, for the salvation
of our grandchild, and to ask for the enlightenment of
our ancestors. After twenty-one trips to the sacred
places of Daishi, we would most happy if the priest
would accept this grandchild as a disciple. This would
make us so delighted."

They put their hands together and then
prostrated themselves. In response, the priest said, "I
understand your plan. First of all, ifyou are going to

visit the temples around Shikoku, then you must
receive the secret Buddhist incantation" and then he

gave them each ofthe secret verses.

Kisaburb left the home quickly to prepare for the
journey and dispatched a messenger to Kyoto. Then,

Tokujiro decided to purify his heart and participate in
ascetic training. He asked the priest, "Priest, if you

will accept me as your disciple from today, I will
become an ascetic of Shikoku. With these words, he

cut off his hair and donned the garments of a priest.
Everyone in the family gathered together and he

become an ascetic, one of a very few in Japan, and all
helped him get ready. Everyone in the village decided
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that tomorrow should be the departure day. The
richest man in the village, the young husband from
the Aino family, left home and also became an ascetic

of Shikoku. Everyone gossiped that something
strange had happened. It was the 21"1 day of March in
1775 when they departed. The four pilgrims who had

worked on getting ready from early morning left and
people, with tears in their eyes, saw them off.

Lose yourself in the sacred land of Shikoku.
Money is the treasure of this world. Enlightenment is
the treasure ofthe next world. The grandfather ofthe
child, Kisaburd, became a senior priest in Kyoto.
Tokujiro became a gteat ascetic in Tokushima, and

the child became a great priest of the famous stupa at
this temple. AII three passed from this world and

were enlightened. The people in the village were
proud of their salvation. This story is an example of a

strangle miracle tale of Dainichi Nyorai related to
Ichinomiya Dainichi-ji. We must heed its teachings

and believe.

Temple 14, J6rakuji
A long time ago there was an impious, evil person

called Sonobe Saenoj6 from Takeya district in Kyoto,

who did not make his parents h.ppy.From a young

age Saenojd caused his father to suffer so much that
he became heartbroken and died. The mother and

older sister survived, but the sister left home to get

married. The sister, unlike her brother, was truly
pious, but the mother still had compassion for her
impious son, Saenojo, who was so evil that he wanted
to destroy his parents' fortune. He only liked
drinking, gambling and arguing. He was ctazy o-ver

women and always loved to deceive others. There was
nothing good about his character.

One time he lost a great deal of money at
gambling and with nothing else to do he went back to
his home. His mother shed tears when she saw him
and with a happy voice said, "Saenoj6, I am an old
now, so do not go far away. Please stay at home with
me.tt

He replied, "Hey, it would be great if you just
died. Because you are still around, all the women stay
away from me and I can't get a wife. Entertaining a

woman costs a lot, so it is good to make a living out of
deceiving people to get their money. If you die,
everyone will be happy. I wish that you would die

soon." Saenojo was an outlaw that caused onlv
sadness and showed no signs of filial piety to his

mother. He was a well-known ruffian who knew no

limits. The Chinese scholar, Kunshi, taught that one

who knows, but does not put what he knows into
action is inferior to one who does not know; and also

that one who does not realize the importance of the

great debt ofgratitude to one's parents is evil.

One evening Saenojo brought his wife home and

they were drinking to their hearts' content. He then
said to his mother in a loud voice, "Hey, you are

bothering me as I drink and as long as you are here I
am gloomy and my alcohol does not taste good, so go

to the back room and go to sleep."

Saenojo and his wife continued drinking and
talking, then he said, "It is the middle of the night.
Let's wrap that hag up in a woven straw mat and

throw her off the top of Kurama mountain." His wife
cheered and like an evil demon agreed with the idea.

The midnight beII rang, but all of the people in the

neighbourhood were asleep.

He asked his wife, "Hey, is my mother fast
asleep?"

She replied,'Yes, she is."
They wrapped Saenoj6's mother up in a futon and

then wrapped it with rope. Saenojo said, "This should

be good. I will take her to the mountain, so look after
the house while I arn away."

He tied up the sleeves of the kimono and went
outside. His mother was fast asleep and did not know
what was going on, but somewhere up the mountain
she woke up and thought, "What's going on?" She did
dare not say anything out loud, so silently she prayed

with all of her heart, "Please help me, Namu Daishi
Henjo Kongo."

She thought, "There is no way that I will live
through this. I wonder who is behind this, but if I die,

there will be only one thing that will trouble people.

That will be that my boy, Saenojo, will be in a pitiful
state. Even if I die, I will always protect him from the
other world."

She had no idea that this was the doing of an evil
person like her son and could only continue to pray
with all of her heart to Daishi for him. "I ask that you

protect Saenojo so that no unexpected misfortune will
come upon him."

Saenojo carried his mother under his arm and,

while chanting the Nembutsu, tossed her toward the
valley from Kuruma mountain. He looked at what he

had done and said, "At last, my sufferings are over.

She must be dead." He turned around and went back
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to his home.

He said to his q'ife. "Re,ioicel I have left the old

hag in the r.r.rountarn ltrlest. Let's clean up the things

in the hon,.e :rnd -e-1 e"'er'\1hing during the night and

not let -.r-,r 11= rnu\\-. Then let's leave for your
hc,met '.1.r, -r- the r-illage of Kannon-ji in Myodo

ir.t:---: :r -\'..."r,r province. If we do not do this and stay

i,:r':. :--in1' people to whom we owe money will come

-.r---1 r:,ake \ew Year's Eve even more difficult. Let's

: and deceive many people in the province of Awa

and start a new life this way." He sold everything in
the house and disappeared in the direction ofAwa.

In the early morning of October 15, however, two
hunters carrying rifles were wandering around the
valley of the Kuruma mountain and saw something

suspicious far away. Wondering what it could be, they
approached the bundle and upon close examination
saw that something was wrapped up in a futon and

rope and that the thing inside was moving a little bit.

"This is strange," they both thought, and unloosened

the rope. When they did this, they found a white-
haired woman over seventy years old.

"What's this?l" The hunters were surprised. "Who

are you and why are you in this state?" They asked

many questions.

She replied, "I am the mother of Saenojo of
Takeya district in Kyoto. Last night while I was

sleeping, I was tied up by a robber and thrown away

at this mountain."

The hunters who heard this story said, "That is

very sad. Well, we will take you back to your home."

They kindly led her by the hand, carried the futon
and took her home, but the woman's house was empty
and there was no one there. This surprised her.

She said, "What is going on? I will go and ask a
neighbour. Where has my son gone? Is he not
around?" She asked many neighbours, but because

Saenojo had left during the night no one knew
anything. "This looks like the work of robbers," she

added. "Until last night I was here, and with no one

around I think for sure that many robbers came and

took away the things of the house and Saenojo, just
like me, was tied up by robbers and most likely
cliscarded in the mountains." She cried in a loud
r-oice.

The hunters felt bad and asked, "Do you not have

any othel reiatives?"

She replied. "Yes, I have a daughter who married
a rice merchant called Heiemon on Sanjo street. I

know this would trouble you, but would you take me

there."

The hunters said, "If it is only that, then we can

take you there." The three of them went to the
daughter's house and told her in detail all that had

happened. The daughter quickly understood and said,

"Mother, let me tell you something. This is the work
of my older brother. He threw you away on the
mountain side and after that left during the night.
Last month, when he came to pester me, he briefly
talked about this. Mother, do not worry about
anything. I will go and talk with him. Unlike my
brother, I am a daughter who understands filial
piety." She greeted thg hunters, spoke to them
politely and gave them two gold coins for rescuing her

mother. The hunters were very h.ppy to receive the

money, said thank you and returned home.

The evil Saenojo finally arrived in the village of
Kannon-ji, the hometown of his wife. From this time

onward, he made many friends who }iked to plot and

about in one year's time they went to the viceroy of
Awa, Hiranochujo Yoshinariko, and carefully used

the tricks they had learned, deceived him and
planned various ways to rebel. Everyone who came to

his house to visit was devoted and respected him. In
the spring of the third year, Saenojb received a

position as a prefectural governor and gathered

30,000 coins, which he gradually lent out to other
people and treated the farmers and townspeople with
disrespect. He was someone who boasted of his
authority. Saenojo lived in a beautiful house on a
large street in the village of Kannon-ji. He deceived

every rich person around and traded in silver and

gold, so people respected him as a powerful figure. He

established himself, succeeded in life and was proud

of his prosperity. Spring came and the local lord
Tairanochujd decided to go around and see the land.
On March 17 when the flowers were in bloom, he

came to visit Temple 16, Kannon-ji situated on a
large piece of land, but, today Saenojo was the
commander-in-chief of the very first part of his
procession. Many people, as well as every pilgrim who

had come from various parts of the country, kneeled

and paid respect to the parade of the governor. At
this time, there were three pilgrims from Takeya in
Kyoto among the many people who saw the
procession who showed reverence to the governor, but
they said, "'When you think that something strange

will happen it usually does. The man in the very front
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really looks like Saenojd from our neighbourhood.

What is the name of that samurai?"

They decided to go and ask someone and an

elderly man who ran a tea shop replied, "Pilgrims,
that man is so smart that you should fear him.
Everyone respects him and perhaps now he is more

admired than the governor."

The three asked, "Where is his house and what is

his name?"

They were told, "You can see the house on the

large road toward the east from here. The white wall
is the house. I have heard that he is the relative of

the prince of Kyoto, but his name now is Saijd
Saenojo."

They were shocked to hear this. One said,

"Something very strange has happened. That awful
person who had deceived other people has chosen the
people in this area and has been successful in this
work. He has done well."

Another added, "His younger sister is a very
pious person, but how can an evil person like Saenojo,

who threw his mother off the mountain, succeed like
this? Let's go home and tell his mother and sister.

They will be very happy very for sure to hear this
news."

They left and went back to Kyoto. After giving

thanks to Daishi at To-ji temple they dropped by the

rice merchant on Sanjo street, met the mother and

daughter and described what they had heard and

seen in Shikoku. The mother and daughter were

ecstatic and the mother said, "So, Saenojd is alive!

This is due to Daishi. I saw in it a dream that because

I prayed day and night he has been able to succeed in
life like this."

The mother gave the three pilgrims a meal and

drinks. They said thank you and returned home.

After this, the mother shed tears and said,
"Daughter, let's go on a pilgrimage to Shikoku
together and meet Saenojo. I want to see his face with
my own eyes." Her daughter was against the idea, but
she and her husband were not able to stop her mother

from going. Finally Saenojo's mother secretly left the

house and arrived in Awa province. She came to

Temple 16, Kannon-ji, first worshipped the main
deity at the Daishi Hall, then asked where Saenojo's

house was and proceeded to the house gate. She

looked inside and said, "Excuse me. I am from Kyoto

and the mother ofthe owner, Saenoj6. I have not seen

him for a long time so I have come to this pilgrimage

route on Shikoku. I would like to meet him and have

come this far. Is there anyone who can fulfill my

request?" By this time she had come as far as the

kitchen entrance.

An evil servant by the name of Saijo came

running out, glared at her and said, "What are you

talking about? Are you mad? Where are you from?

You are very rude to call the lord of the house,

Saenojo!" He said it so arrogantly that Saenojo's

mother was afraid and in a quivering voice said, "I
have not made a mistake and neither am I mad. You

doubt me because you do not know my face. I am the

wife of Indo Saemon from Takeya in Kyoto. Our son is

called Saenojo and he is a clever person with the

ability of about ten people. Three years have passed

since he left and I heard that now he is living in the

village of Kannon-ji in Awa province and working as

an official, so I have come from afar. I would like to
meet Saenojo and ask that you allow me to do so."

Saijo become ever more livid and said, 'You are

like a demonish pilgrim! The husband of this house is

a relative of the prince in Kyoto called Saijo. Trying

to directly meet him is extremely rude. You are so

impertinent taking on the status of a pilgrim. Our

owner has progressed to the highest rank of
magistrate that even village officials cannot directly
meet with him. You are a most evil person who says

too many insolent things. I will tie you up and deliver

you to the subordinate official." Rope was quickly

brought out and iust like that the old mother was tied

to the plum tree.

The woman cried in a loud voice and cried. "What

are you doing? This is awful! Saenojo, hurry up and

come here and help your mother." She screamed as

loud as possible and then cried.

That day, Masamura Hayatonosuke, with the
same rank as magistrate, had come on some business

to Saenojd's home and was in the middle of
discussions in the back room. He and others heard

the woman's screams and Saenojo said, "What's going

ort?"

Saenojo thought, "This is awful. I thought that
hag had certainly died when I threw her off the
mountain last year, but she is still alive. Someone

must have told her I was here and now she has come.

If she comes into the house all the bad things I have

done to everyone will be disclosed. This will be very

embarrassing and will ruin my reputation."

He talked with his wife who was also very
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surprised and said, "This is terrible. It is very odd

that this woman \vhom I n'as cliscarded in the
mountains last year has come to this far away place."

They commanded Sai.jo to put his mother in the

back storehou,.e and tl.ren Saenojo said, "After the

official goes home. ri'e r.,'r1l think rlore about this. It is
not good if per,ple in tl.re r.reighbourhood hear her
screamins like :::rt. \\-e rrust think of something
quick.'

S:r-ri 1,, -:-ii-,1 r-,r:, the ropes tied around the woman

and s:-i. Y.,-i crazl'\\'oman. corle here!" He grabbed

her' :t,-: :.nci nralched her off.

"Sr- r'elled and while crying said, "Saenojo, the

... i1 n.ian has once again got your mother! He will kill
nel Oh nol"

Her voice was heard in the back room and the
offrcial Masamura Hayatonosuke came running and

said, "Servants, why are you treating this elderly
pilgrim so awfully?"

They said, "No, my lord. This is a crazy woman.

She is saying that the lord of this house is her son

and that she wants to meet him. It does not matter if
we were to kill her;" and they forcibly got her to
stand.

Saenojo came and glared at his mother saying,

"What are you saying, devilish woman dressed up as

a pilgrim? Saying that I, Saenojo, am your child is

absolutely foolish." He was livid and lifted up the
mallet to hit his mother on the head, but grains of
rice that were stuck to it flew into his eyes.

Immediately he was no longer able to see in both eyes

and he fell backward.

His wife gasped, "What?!", so she grabbed the
mallet and raised it up, but rice flew into her eyes as

well. The servant Saijo said, "Oh no, Ma'am", and he

took the mallet and ran with it, but he also lost his
eyesight in both his eyes and the world around him
became black. He fell over and went mad. The three
ofthem could not move their bodies and had fevers as

if a fire was burning within them. These three evil
people cried and screamed. Pilgrims, who were
travelling along, stopped to look and were shocked

and speechless at what they saw. There was no one

ri'ho did not fear the punishment of Daishi.
]Iasarrura Hayatonosuke who had seen and heard
ever'\'thing frorn the beginning was very surprised
and said. ''This is quite terrible."

He turned tou-ard Saenojo's mother and politely

said, "Where are you from? Just now when Saenojo

was about to cruelly hit you a light shone from far
away and the rice flew up and blinded him. This is
very strange."

The mother with a shaking voice said, "Yes,

please listen. The lord of this house is my son. He is a

very evil and impious person. He tried to hit me, but
contrarily he received a punishment for his actions

and this is what happened."

Saenojo, had a sudden change in heart and said,

"Mother, please forgive me. For many years I have

been very unhappy and a man who has followed evil.

Now, I have received a punishment for my deeds and

am suffering as if in hell. The consequence of my

actions is indeed fearful. Of course, in this world and

even in the next, I will fall into eternal hell and I will
suffer."

As long as their voices lasted the three of them

cried. The many pilgrims who had watched this
incident feared what might happen to them so they

chanted the Komyo Shingon and recited the name of
Daishi. The elderly mother, dqe to her love of her
children, had pity upon her evil son and thought that
there was nothing she could to help in this situation.

She chanted urith all her heart the treasured name of
Maitreya, which she had believed in for a long time.
At this time the great priest of Temple 14, Joraku
Imadaishi, and many people who were on their way

back from Koya-san traveled along this main road

and were close to the gate of the house of Saenojo.

Masamura Hayatonosuke ran to the gate, lowered his
head to the priest of Joraku-ji and explained
everything that had just happened to Saenojd. He

said, "I ask that with your mercy, prayers be given for

the forgiveness oftheir heavy sins."

Then the mother cried and prostrated herself in
front of the priest and asked, "Great priest, that
sinful, evil person is my son. Please, I ask for help in
receiving forgiveness for his abominations. For
example, if I were to die I would not forget this
favour."

The priest thought it was sad to see such a

benevolent heart of love toward a child and said to
Saenojo's mother, "Maitreya is just like you and

sometimes helps due to compassion." He took the
statue of Maitreya Bosatsu and rubbed it against

each eye ofthe three evil people. By doing this a frve

colour light shone from the 24cm statue of the
Maitreya Bosatsu that Daishi had made and the eyes

of the three evil people were healed and opened.
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Everyone was shocked and chanted the treasured

name of Maitreya. The evil trio put their hands

together in prayer and looking closely at the old

woman saw that she had the same body as Maitreya

Bosatsu. The old woman at this point put her hands

together and was enlightened.

The threesome turned toward the priest and said,

"Great priest, the Buddhist image made by Daishi
has helped us. The miraculous story of the statue of

the deity and the absolution of our evil deeds is

something we cannot express in words. How can we

repay this great favour? Priest, with mercy please

accept the three of us as your students. There is

nothing that would make us happier. We ask that you

agree." They put their hands together and changed

their hearts from evil to good and they became

disciples of Buddha.

The priest spoke words of joy, "This is really the

mercy of the main deity. Indeed, please work as my

students." The threesome rejoiced at hearing this,
and they were in high spirits and returned to their
old selves.

Saenojo raised his voice and said, "Thank you so

much. We are so grateful." He prostrated himself in
front of the priest to give thanks and said, "From

now, I ask for your help with my mother's funeral"

and a service was held. He sold everything in the

house and gave the money to J6raku-ji. In order to

give a memorial service for this mother, he went on

the pilgrimage to the sacred sites in Shikoku twenty-

one times and became a priest. He also constructed

various Daishi huts, called Doshinbo, and from olden

times, there have many who have been cured of
blindness at these huts.

Temple 15, Kokubun-ji
Tale 1

A long time ago in this village there was a
believer called Ikko Baba, who from a young age

suffered greatly from hemorrhoids. During her
pilgrimage around Shikoku, she stayed at the home of
a great ascetic and told him of the severe illness
which caused her to suffer so much. He replied, "That

is just awful. As a poor priest I will quickly heal this
illness with an incantation, but you must make a
promise to do something in return." Baba thought for

a moment and said, "Priest, I promise that if my

hemorrhoid problem is cured, I will help 1000 people

with their illnesses." The priest was happy to hear

this and said, "I pray that you be cured" and at once,

the illness went away. She prostrated herself in front

of the priest and said, "You must be the Daishi. As

you have bestowed upon me this incantation, I will
now help 1000 people as I promised." Her heart shone

as if it was enlightened. Baba was indeed a truly
pious believer and decided to stay at this place. The

priest added, "This incantation has worked because

you have a true heart, but, after helping 1000 people

the incantation will no longer be effective and then

you must take this amulet to Kokunbun-ji and offer it
to the temple. Anyone from future generations who

believes in the power of the amulet will be cured of

severe hemorrhoids or eye problems." He gave her the

amulet. Even today, if one makes a wish to Ususama

Myoo at Kokubun-ji, any problems of the eyes or

buttocks will be cured for sure due to the destiny of

Ikk6 Baba.

The priest then taught Baba two incantations

and she cheerfully served him. In fact, nothing made

her happier than to assist him, but one day the priest

departed from the house. Afterward, all ofthe people

in the village would drop by and say about Baba,

"What a strange story. It was a strange incantation

that cured that illness. Once Baba starts healing
people, let's all ask her for a crtre." They talked
among themselves and decided to go see her. Baba

decided that the morning of the eighth would be a

good time to start her healing service so she posted a

paper announcing her "business." Everyone was

presented with the incantation and then sick people

came to ask for her help. Strangely, all were cured,

which made everyone happy. With this act, word

spread and many people came from far away. But
Baba forgot the words of the chant and no matter how

much she tried she could not recall what needed to be

done, she could only remember that one had to bare

his or her bum. So, from then on, she said to people,

"All of you, bare your bums at once." The girls were

embarrassed and could not do so, but Baba said,

"Girls, there is nothing to be shy about. Quickly, show

me your bums." They could not put off doing so

anymore and four or five of them bared their bums.

Baba quickly put the amulet in her right hand and

tlne juzu, string of beads, in her left hand and in a

loud devoted voice said the incantation while looking

at the bums of the young women. "Shiri, shiri, shiri,

shiri, shiri, shiri, shaba ka ka ka. Okay, girls! From

now any hemorrhoids and leg problems will instantly
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be healed." (Note: shiri lteans bum r It \yas indeed a
strange incantation. but the lultour spread
throughout the plovince of Awa (Tokushima
prefecture)

People cal1ed B:tLrr. the present-day Daishi, and

came to be blessr-,i ltr" her'. At one place, there was a
young lori ,,..'hr .it-ibred from hemorrhoids. Various
treatments ,.'. -r'e tried and doctors were called, but
nothil. :r;-r:.-d. Pral-ers were also given at the nearby

temt:-., :r'*: :r.r no effect. The lord was in a state of
e\trrr-.: -1lluish. He heard about Baba's reputation
ani :'.::=r' :orne discussion decided to invite her, so the
r'-.-,.-. .riEcials brought her to the castle of the lord.
{-t::- ,riiicial said, "Baba, make sure your incantation

-. :,,-,t offensive." She replied, "Yes, I understand."
Tren she was called to appear in front of the lord who
.aid, "Baba, for three years I have had hemorrhoids,

but they are still not cured. I ask that you pray with
all of your heart and soul." Baba prepared herself to
give the incantation and, without any reserve, said,
"Lord, please bare your bum." An official said, "Baba,
asking the lord to bare his bum is offensive and too

much." She replied, "Yes, but no matter who it is, if
the bum is not shown, the chant will not work." At
this, the Iord said, "For my family and future
generations, I don't care. If I am cured, I will be

happy. As soon as I bare my bum, quickly say the
incantation." The officials moved to another room and
the lord, by himself, bared his bum. Baba, with
undivided attention, prepared to say the verse. She

held the amulet and as soon as she finished saying
the prayer, the pain stopped immediately and the
places that were swollen on the lord's buttocks
returned to normal. How strange it was that the pain
and anguish felt until now could be cured instantly.
At this moment of the mysterious secret power, the
Iord rejoiced and he gave Baba a handful ofgold coins

that were beside him. The officials close by looked at
each other in amazement and were speechless. The
lord bowed down to Baba and said, "You are indeed
the present day Daishi. This is a great act and I ask
that you do it again tomorrow." Baba put her hands
together, Iowered her head and said, "Once the
incantation has been said, there is no need to do it
again. I promise that, without fail, sometime today
r-ou ri-i1i be totally healed." The lord was happy to
hear this. gave her a wonderful meal and then sent
her back to her home in a palanquin. This story
spread throughout the land. Then, starting with the

doctors of the lord and later spreading to the priests
of the temples and shrines \Mhere prayers had been

given, they all lost their eyesight. Until now, the
prayers for the lord had not even had the smallest
effect, so Baba was invited and the illness was cured.

With this act, Baba gained respect from the lord and

all people. The priests who heard this story gathered

together and decided to pretend that they were sick
and ask for the incantation from Baba. They went to

her home and asked for a prayer. They bared their
bums and the chant was given. "Shiri, shiri, shiri,
shiri, shiri, shiri, shaba ka" The priests heard this,
were surprised, looked at each other and decided to

say, "Lady, you have confused one chant with another
and have said bad words." With a smirk on their fdces

they added, "You have to do it the proper way." Then

they properly greeted her saying, "Baba, you are
indeed one who leads. We are also sick and have come

to have the incantation said to us, We have iust now

heard your prayer chant of'Shiri, shiri, shiri, shiri,
shiri shaba ka', but you are gleatly mistaken. That
chant is the chant of Seijio. You should be saying,
'Shuri shuri maka shuri shushuri sowaka.' If you do

not change, you are wasting your time." Baba replied,
"Priests, what is done is done. The incantation is
over. No matter who comes I must refuse because

today I have reached the goal of 1000 people that I
promised to help. Priests, from now I will offer this
amulet to Kokubun-ji so if you believe in the amulet,
the sickriesses of the eyes and hemorrhoids will, for
sure, be cured. There is no doubt of this." They
replied, "Baba, you are just like the gods. You will
indeed achieve the benefit of prayer and become the
body of enlightenment." They were full of admiration
for her and returned home. Until the present day, the
miracle tale of Kokubun-ji is known by all.

Tale 2

A long time ago, during the Bunsei era (1818-

1830) there was a farmer called Jihei from the village
of Ishite in the district of Myozai in the province of
Awa. Due to an eye sickness he had been blind for
four years. He secluded himself at Kokubun-ii
because of this illness from April Sth until the end of
the month, but then strangely on the morning of May
1, both eyes opened and he could pray to the statue of
the main Buddhist image. His blindness was cured

and as a token of gratitude he donated a red flag.
Everyone around the area knew and passed on this
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story

Tale 3

There was a person called Kinokuniya Tahei

from Uemachi in Osaka. He and his wife suffered for

a long time from an illness on their buttocks and even

famous doctors could not cure their problem. Not

knowing what else to do, the couple made a vow to

Daishi and went on the Shikoku pilgrimage. After

seven days and seven nights of diligent praying at

Temple 15, Kokubun-ji of Awa province, strangely, on

the seventh night, they were told in a dream, "The

illness of your buttocks is the curse of everyone's

toilet. Now, with fervent prayers of repentance I wiII

forgive you of your sins. From now, make sure to

always carefully clean the toilet in your house and

believe in the Ususama Myoo deity. If you do so, the

illness of the eyes and buttocks of all people will
disappear."

They awoke from this dream and oddly by the

next morning the hemorrhoids, which had caused

them to suffer for five years, disappeared and the

pain went away. Other people who saw this miracle

shed tears. From the time of this story until the

present everyone hangs two red banners as a sign of a

fulfillment of prayer. Nowadays banners are still
hung, but there are so many that it is difficult to

count. This blessing is something to be thankful for.

Temple 16, Kannon-ji
Tale 1

A long time ago, Mitsutaka, the viceroy of Awa

province, went out to sea by ship, but ran into trouble

with strong winds, so he prayed with all his heart to

Kannon. As a result, the winds and waves went away,

the ship safely made it to shore and all of the crew

could escape the life-threatening disaster. This

miracle was due to the benevolent power of Kannon.

After returning to the castle, Mitsutaka came to

Kannon-ji to give thanks and thereafter made this

temple a place of prayer. He is said to have also

constructed a lot ofbuildings here.

Tale2

Around this time, there was a woman called

Tatsu who lived in a village called Kamiakui. She

Iived by herself and was poor, but she was a strong

believer in Kannon and every day came to this temple

to pray. One day on her way home from the temple

she found in a rice field a 5.4 cm' statue of Buddha

made from a decayed tree. She took the statue home

and diligently prayed to it every morning and

evening. She was more pious than any priest.

Strangely, from that year Tatsuo's fields became

extremely fertile. In the village, it was rare to have a

field like this, so everyone called her land the "land of

good luck." This streak of fortune continued, but like

earthquakes, lightning and fog or like the quick

awakening from a dream, all of a sudden she was hit

with an illness and died. It was a very pitiful
situation. At this time, the people in the village came

together, lamented and said, "How very sad." A

funeral was held and her body was placed in front of

the Buddhist altar. Everyone chanted Nembutsu and

for half the night bells were rung. The sound of the

bells changed and the dead Tatsuo said, "Thank you."

Everyone was astounded, went to the body, uncovered

her face that had an old kimono on it and said,

"What?! You are alive?!"

Everyone came close and Tatsuo said, "I died

from a sudden illness. Like a strange dream, when I
went down a dark path I met scary demons pulling a

car of fire, which carries the souls of sinners to the

Buddhist hell. They glared at me and said, 'Hey,

woman. Your parents have fallen to an eternal hell

and are suffering greatly. Now, because of the sins of

your parents I will take you to hell. '

"They tried to get me in the car of fire, but a
priest appeared from somewhere and said to the

demons,'This woman is my alms-giver. She has not

finished all her lives, help her quickly and return her

to the world.' " The demons gave thanks to the priest

and stopped what they were doing. The priest also

said, You demons, report this matter to the King of

Hell' and the demons quickly returned the car of frre.

"After this the priest kindly escorted me to the

gate, and I prostrated myself in front of him and

asked, 'Why? What sort of karma do I have that you

helped me?'He replied, 'I am Kannon. The statue

made from the decayed tree that you picked up is me

and because you prayed to me with all ofyour heart, I
am returning the favour and saving you from the

sufferings of hell.' I was to1d, 'Quickly return to earth,

believe in the three treasures and hold a service at

this place. I will also help your parents.' He then

instantly disappeared from the gate. I thought this is

something to be thankful for! but as if waking from a

short dream I came back to life."
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She, with tears of gratitude. told this storv and

everyone was full of as-e and felt this strange power.

AII looked torvald the n ooden -rtatue made from the

deca_v-ed tree. prar-ecl. paid their respects and chanted

ferr-ent1r' tr the benevolent Kannon. After this
incident. Tirtsr,lo shaved her head, sold her lands to

eler'l,--1np and raised a small hut. She made the
11 ,:)uden statue the main image of veneration and
continued to pray to it with strong faith to it. On her
orvn she visited all the temples on the Shikoku
piigrimage twenty-one times. As a result of her
karma, her parents received the blessing of their
daughter, escaped the severity of hell and went to

Heaven. This was a dream that she often had. This is
indeed a miracle storv related to the mercv of
Kannon.

Tale 3

In the same period there was a priest by the
name of Yusen who lived at Kannon-ji. This priest
came from a wealthy family. Three evil priests
plotted to kill him and take his money. For about
thirty days they prayed for a curse and strangely
enough Yusen slowly went mad, but he did not die.

The evil priests consulted one another and in the
middle of the night they took a short sword, opened

the sliding door of the back room, sneaked into the
living quarters and stabbed Yusen to death. At that
time the three priests rejoiced in what they had
accomplished. In the morning, when they looked
carefully they saw that they had pierced the Kannon
sutra book of strange power. The three were
flabbergasted and speechless. This was a punishment
of Kannon. Ytfsen's madness was cured and he

returned to his old self.

But Yusen felt that the lesson of this story was

scary and he carefully thought over what had
happened. He realized that although he was someone

who had left home and decided to be a monk, he had
so far focused on the path of desire with no

enlightenment, had attached himself to only money,

and engaged in evil, both day and night, for almost
the entire year.

He thought, "I returned to my old self because of
the mercy of the Gods, so with the 360 gold coins I
have I will use this money to construct a building for
the ma.in deity."

Temple 17,Ido-ji
A long time ago when Daishi came to this place

an elderly man prostrated himself before Daishi, shed

tears and said, "Priest, I have heard that you are the
living Nyorai who has helped many people. It is said

that since olden times the water in this area has been

bad, so it was not possible to grow crops and that the
people have worried day and night about the problem

of good drinking water. Everyone in the village
prayed to the gods, but there was not even the
slightest improvement. So, everyone lamented and no

words could express their sad situation. I am sorry to
bother you, but please help us." With his hands
together in prayer, he cried. The priest thought that
this story was very sad and said, "I will say a prayer"

and at the spot he stood he gave the secret teaching.

Then all of a sudden pure water came gushing up.

Everyone gathered and was very surprised. They
were speechless and prostrated themselves in front of
Daishi. Everyone said in a loud voice, "This is
something to thankful for. We do not deserve such a

blessing. Thanks to the power of the livirig Nyorai, he

has helped everyone in the village." Then they
chanted the Komyo Shingon sutra. The Daishi then
carved a 2.4 rnetet statue of Yakushi Nyorai out of
sapphire. This was indeed a miracle story of Daishi.
After this story, the land was called, "Ido" and it was

very fertile. People in neighbouring villages even said

that the land was blessed. Here a temple called
Shinfukuin (Truly Blessed Temple) was constructed,

but because of the shine of the sapphire, the temple
was also called Meisho-ji (Illuminated Temple). Even

today, the land is extremely fertile and because this
temple is on sacred land where a well of abundant
water (or ido) sprung forth it is called Ido-ji.

Temple 19, Tatsue-ji
The main image of veneration at Tatsue-ji is Jizo,

the most prevalent deity in Shikoku, so there are

many stories about it and there is no one who does

not fear its power. There are many who travel to the
sacred sites in Shikoku and place a fuda (name-slip)

at each place, but there are many who cannot
continue on after visiting this temple and go back.

Every year, there are cripples who can stand, blind
who can see, deaf who can hear, mute who can speak

and those with leprosy who are cured at this temple

and return home. There are some whose hair is cut
off from the root and entwined into the bell rope.
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Some who have repented have been cleansed of their

sins. One cannot write all of the new miracle stories

that occur at Tatsue-ji. The people in the
neighbourhood think that such incidents are not rare,

so we shall not include such stories here.

Temple 20, Kakurin-ji
Tale 1

A long time ago at the foot of this mountain there

was a hunter who shot a wild boar with his arrow,

but the animal ran into the Main Hall of the temple.

The man followed the trail of blood to the temple and

thought that this was strange that the animal would

go in. He opened the doors and saw that blood was

dripping from below the chest of the statue of the

main Buddhist image where the arrow had hit. The

man was extremely surprised, fervently repented of

his sins, shaved his head, entered the Priesthood, did

the Shikoku pilgrimage twenty-one times and came

back to this temple. At the base of the Niomon Gate,

he performed zazen with me, Shigeda Kuzan, and

died peacefully. This was the work of the main deity.

Even today, one can see the burial mound of this
hunter below the Niomon Gate.

Iale 2
A long time ago, there was a man called Fukui

Tayu from the shrine at Ise. When he crossed the sea

to this land suddenly a strong wind blew and the boat

was about to capsize. At this time, Fukui Tayu
prayed with all his heart to the temple deity, Jizo

Bosatsu. Strangely, the winds calmed down and the

boat arrived at the beach at Komatsushima.
Everyone abroad was grateful and came to Kakurin-ji

to give prayers of thanks. In order to show their
gratitude to the Gods for saving their lives, they gave

money for lanterns to be lit and it is said that they all

attached the character laahu or crane as a first
character to their children's names.

Tale 3

There is a cave at this temple called AnazenjS,

which gets gradually narrower and narrower after

entering. A guide gives a candle to each person and

leads them through the cave. Along the route there

are many natural stones and at the end there is a
place of worship made by Daishi. It is a strange place,

but there is a teaching that all must experience this

cave. There is a miracle tale about this place.

In the spring of 1821. a perion ra-1-ci )latsuya

Kashichi from Fukuyama in Bil:=- r,r' -.rnce

(Hiroshima prefecture) brought his t*'el',-e-....r' li.
mute daughter here. She had webbing betu'e-:- ,. =

three fingers on her hands just like a bild. H=:'

mother had become sick from worry about her

daughter's condition and passed away when the giri

was only three. After this, various treatments were

tried, but nothing worked. Nothing else could be done

so a praver was made to the Daishi of Shikoku that

somehow she might be cured from this disease, so the

father and daughter decided to embark on the

Shikoku pilgrimage and completed it seven times.

Now they headed toward the end of the Anazenjo

cave, the inner sanctum of this temple.

Later, strangely, one of the daughter's fingers

suddenly began to hurt. They thought this must be a

punishment of the Daishi. Not only the frngers on the

teft hand, but those on the right hand swelled up and

during the night, the webbing rotted and fell off and

in its place, new fingers grew. This was indeed a

miracle to be grateful for. It is said that the father

and daughter shaved their heads, completed the

Shikoku pilgrimage twenty-one times, returned to
their village, built a Daishi hut called Yubihaen, the

hut of new fingers, and to show their repayment of

this blessing, prayed their whole life to Daishi, made

many believers and made a sennink(t, a group for

piigrims.

Temple 22,Byddd-ii
A long time ago in a village called Arata there

was a cruel and greedy farmer, who annually
collected money from people to do the Shikoku
pilgrimage on their behalf. But, this time in order to

hold a memorial service for ancestors, he invited the

priest of Byod6-ji and close relatives to his home and

gave them a meal and held a service. During this

event, one pilgrim came to rest at the back porch and

said, "Let me sit here for a bit, okay? And can I leave

my bag for a short time while I go to pray at Byodo-

Jt!
A voice from within the house replied, "Sure,

please leave your stuff there." The pilgrim was happy

to hear this and quickly left for Byodo-ji.

The service chanting ended and when the guests

were about to leave, they all said, "What happened to

the pilgrim who was here? He has not come back and

it is getting late. Why is he taking so long?"
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Everyone \r-ent on tL, the polch. brought the
pilgrim's bag ii-rt,r t1:e itr-rrise ancl upon carefully
looking at it. t-i,-rrtri tt r'.:s \\-rapped in a straw bag.
Ther- srrid. 'Tr-. . t. ,r:iii and u,ondered why he was
ci1rr1,|-- :.,r. -:t: -tcnl. They opened it and saw that
.rl ---= - ' . -.,iin (name-slips) of people that the
-..:r:'.: -:-:i ihe piigrimage for, which should have
:rr- . i,?n a\\:ay at each temple, were in the straw
-.- Thele rvas nothing else.

The owner of the house was shocked. said,,I can,t
helieve this" and turned red from embarrassment.

The priest added, "This is very strange indeed,,
and after looking closely realized that all of the fuda
that had been given away during the proxy
pilgrimages over the past nine or ten years had come

back. This is the work of Daishi.
The farmer's face turned pale, put in hands in

prayer, faced the temple and repeatedly prostrated
himself saying, "This is something we should very
grateful for. Please forgive me of my sin, Namu
Daishi Henjo Kongo."

He repented wholeheartedly, but it was a foolish
thing he had done. The people in the village gathered
together and there was no one who laughed. Here
was a person who had always tricked and deceived
other people and did the pilgrimage for others by
taking their money. It is unforgivable to take money
greedily from people, go on the Shikoku pilgrirnage,
not even once pray to Daishi or the main deity, but
onlr'put the osamefuda on the piilars and come home.
But nou- the osamefuda have come back due to the
po\\'el' of Daishi to show a lesson to the common
people. -\lter this, the high ranking priest of the
tenrple sard that they should treat the osamefucla
with respect. dig a hole in the temple grounds and
above it enshr'lne a statue of Jizo Bosatsu. So, all of
the osamefuda fi.on throughout the year were placed
in the hole and a uemorial service was held.

There is a rumoul' that the inspired priest at
Temple 22, Byodo-ji. ii'ho has carried on for
generation after genelation. became the residing
priest here. The cruel and gp.eedr-farmer changed his
ways, repented of his sins, u,hoieheartediy embraced
ascetic training and seriously per.forn.red the Shikoku
pilgrimage twenty-one times. After tr.vo generations
he died peacefully. The reader should learn from the
lesson ofthis story.

Temple 23, Yaku6-ji
Tale'l

In the town of Shinmachi located in the bay of
Hiwasa at the foot of the mountains, there was a
woman called Ishimiya Hiroji. Around the middle of
July in 1818 she became totally blind after suffering
from an eye disease for some time. Many doctors tried
their best, but they were unable to cure her. She
prayed with a wish to be able to see to the main
image of Yakushi Nyorai and walked from the large
pillar in her house to the Buddhist altar and then to
the Main hall. Every day she did this one hundred
times. Around the fiftieth day, strangelv both of her
eyes opened and she saw the faces ofher mother and
father.

She said, "Is this for real or am I dreaming? I do

not deserve such." It was such an unbelievable,
grateful thing that she was speechless and cried
heavily.

Everyone in the house was surprised and said,
"Our daughter's eyes have opened after fifteen years.

This is a miracle of the Yakushi. We will never forget
this act of benevolence."

After this, everyone consulted with each other as

to how they could show gratitude for this miracle. It
was decided that they would do the Shikoku
pilgrimage twenty-one times. Afterwards they got the
daughter to become a nun, constructed a hut for
Daishi and opened a senninyado, a lodging facility for
pilgrims. Believe that such a thing happened and
learn from it.

Tale 2

Near Nippon-bashi in Edo (Tokyo), there was a
blind man called Sadayoshi who made a wish to
Daishi and went on the pilgrimage to the sacred sites
in Shikoku. He soon arrived in front of the gate at
Temple 23, Yakuo-ji in Awa province and raised his
voice loudly while he read a prayer for forgiveness of
his sins. He also fervently chanted the incantation of
Yakushi several tens of thousands of times. He stayed
the night here and while the sound of the bell
penetrated his heart, he dozed off.

A priest appeared and said, ',Sadayoshi,
Sadayoshi. Tomorrow, go to a well called ,Mearaisui,

behind this temple and wash your eyes with the
water every day. From here, return to Temple 6,
Anraku-ji by which time your blindness will be
cured."
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This gave Sadayoshi courage and made him
happy. He asked, "Where are you from?", but there

was no answer.

Perhaps it was the voice of Daishi who then said,

"Go and do what I say."

Just as he was told in his dream, Sadayoshi

washed his eyes with the water and went in reverse

order. From Temple t he gradually made it to in the

front of the Main Hall at Anraku-ji where he

fervently chanted the sutra of Yakushi. At this time,

both eyes opened and he could see the face of the

main deity. From here his heart and body were

comforted. This is the "temple of comfort" or Anraku-

ji. This miracle is due to the mercy of Daishi. From

here, it is said Sadayoshi shaved his head and

became an ascetic of Shikoku.

Tale 3

In the district of Chosha in the castle town of

Nagoya in Owari (Aichi prefecture) there was a rich

man called Nada Jiro, who had a large family estate.

One son, who was six, could neither speak nor stand

and his eyes rolled around as if he were drunk. His

name was Jirohachi, the same name as his
grandfather. The lord of the house attached the

names of his parents to the children. This son was

sick and an embarrassment to the family. Various

treatments were tried and doctors were called, but

nothing was effective in helping him. Even prayers

were of no help. Eventually the boy turned sixteen.

From times past this household belonged to

the Jddo Shinshu sect, but everyone suggested,

"There is nothing we can do, but believe in the Daishi

of Shikoku and hope that he will have pity on the sad

state ofthe boy." The lord rejoiced and said, "But one

cannot receive a blessing such as the removal of this
sickness by only going with a wish to Shikoku."
Finally a good day to travel came and preparations

were made for departure. Jiro, Jirohachi and a

servant left on March 4th. When they reached the

sacred sites of Shikoku they went around the
pilgrimage route and eventually made it to Temple

23, Yakuoji in Awa province. Here they worshipped

and prayed to the main image saying, "Please help to

cure this boy." They read the sutras wholeheartedly

and repented of their sins. They stayed the night of

the Daishi Hall to try to receive the benevolence of

Daishi. While they chanted the sutras of Daishi with
firm and faithful intent, dawn began to break and

they were told, "Group fron:, -\,::--. ,|:r': -: i. :re;tt
priest from your country prar-ing r-:i-. . -' . - .:--:

Main hall. Go and get him to pray' for v,,, -: 
- .: -

"This is something to be thankfui for- a.-- .,,

quickly went to the Main hall. They wanted to n:--,

a prayer from the priest so they took the boy as \\ e--

The priest looked at everyone and said, "Well, well.

Isn't this a surprise! Aren't you the Nada's from

Nagoya in Aichi? I have been on the sacred land of

Shikoku for more than ten years. I go to each temple

and perform a service, but unlike other places I was

directed to stay here for thirty-seven days. Even

though you are Jodo Shinshu sect, why have you

come to Shikoku to worship?" Jiro prostrated himself

and said, "Priest, at our house something terrible has

happened and we have brought my son on this
pilgrimage. Jirohachi was born disabled and all of the

relatives u,ere embarrassed. \Ye did not care how

much monev it took to trv various medical

treatments. but nothing rvas effective. so we have

prayed to Daishi and come this far." Jiro asked the

priest if it was some sort of destiny that they met the

priest here and the priest replied, "This is indeed a

strange fate. I was just now offering secret prayers to

the central image of this temple and I say that you

also must pray wholeheartedly here." He then told

them the secret verse of Yakushi. At this, the priest's

face and body turned into that of the grandfather,

Jirohachi. Everyone rvas sr-rrprised. The grandfather

said to his son Jiro. "Forgive me. The curse that is
upon you is because I pursued evil deeds. I killed
many beasts, birds and frsh and caused diffrculty on

man5, people. I stole a lot of money and I alone

thrived on opulence, thus I have received a curse

rvhich has come upon my family. Your suffering is

due to this fate. But with the wondrous power of

Daishi and the power of prayer, the boy can now see

and ta1k. This is indeed a mysterious miracle tale.

Give thanks to the image of Yakuo, shave your heads

and ask to become disciples of this priest." He held

his son's hands and Jiro said, "Father, I will shave

my head and become a priest. It is the result of fate

that I once again become like a child. I will show this

to the people of the world." The priest said, "I will
lead the two Nada's around the sacred Iand of
Shikoku and the results of this fate will disappear."

Jiro was happy to hear this and said, "With your

mercy, please take us around." Thus, the priest with
the two following went on to Tosa (Kochi prefecture).
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Jiro, who recei\.ed this blesslng at No. 23, Yakuoji,

went on the pilgnmage tu'enty-one times. He then

returned home ancl becarne a priest, constructed a

Daishi hall and formed a pilgrimage group. Even

todar-. t1.re srlme g:roup exists in Owari from which the

n'iember'. ir-, a pi1gl'lmage to Shikoku. Prosperity that
follc,-r, e,j .tarted rvith this fate. Believe this story and

f, rl1r,r:-, -ts teachingsl

Tale 4

In the past there were three frivolous men from

Shimanouchi in Osaka, who all suffered from some

sort of disability. One was blind, one was crippled and

the other was deaf. These three had been friends for
quite some time and one day got together and talked.

One said, "Why doesn't any of the medicine provided

us by the doctors work or why don't our prayers have

any effect? There is nothing else we can do but to ask

for help from Daishi by going to Shikoku and making
a wish."

Another said, "Even though we may want to go to

Shikoku, we don't have any money. So somehow we

must ask our friends around us to sign a donation
list."

They went to their friends and asked, but
everyone thought this was odd and replied, "What?! It
is very strange that these three awful guys are going

to Shikoku to do the pilgrimage."

In spite of this, funds for the journey were slowly

collected. The three were happy and with tears of
gratitude said, "This is due to Daishi. We do not
deserve this, but how thankful we are."

When these three were young they were very
handsome, but then they became blind, crippled and

deaf. The bodies they had received from their parents

were ruined and they were unhappy. Due to this
"punishment" while they are on this earth they would

suffer as if in an eternal hell and that is why neither

medicine nor prayers would work. But, when they
changed their hearts, strangely, they received the
mercy of Daishi and returned to their healthy selves.

The statue of Daishi, which is enshrined in the

treasure tower of Shiteno-ji temple in Naniwa in
Osaka city, is the most important figure in Shikoku.

They stayed the night near this statue, fervently
repenting of their sins and prayrng with a wish, "We

are three evil people who have made our parents sad.

Please forgive us ofour great sins. Please save us."

Slowly they dozed off to sleep and they saw a

dream. The deaf person took the hand of the blind
and the crippled rode on the back ofthe blind and led

them on the path. They received words of guidance.

"If you go like this, your journey will be safe and if
you worship with a strong heart of faith, and if you go

along the path of Daishi to Temple 23, Yakuo-ji in
Awa province, you will soon receive a miracle, be

helped from your suffering related to your bodily
illness and receive a perfect body."

With these words the men were happy, got

courage and prepared to leave early the next
morning. It was the fourteenth year of Tenp6 (1839),

the third month and the sixth day on a blessed day

when they left for Awa (Tokushima prefecture) in
Shikoku. They crossed the sea and started at Temple

1. They went to each temple along the route and

quickly made it to Temple 23, Yakuo-ji. Here they
prostrated themselves in front of the statue of the

main Buddhist image and spent the night in the
Daishi Hall. For three days and three nights they .

fasted and prayed with all of their hearts to Yakushi.

On the last night, they heard a guiding voice. The

blind man could see the light of the lantern and the

crippled man's legs became strong. On the last day of
their fasting it was the special day of Yakushi, in
other words, March 8. At the setting of the sun, the

blind man could see other people's faces; the deaf man

could hear the chanting voices of the pilgrims and the

crippled man, without thinking, stood up. They
looked at each other and were speechless. They shed

tears of gratitude. Those with them were surprised

and chanted the name of Daishi.

With this, the three were released from their
illnesses and became students of the priest at Yakuo-

ji. They were given permission to shave their heads

and don the attire of a priest. They entered the ways

of Buddhahood and each of them was given a new

name. The blind man was called Kenganbo, the deaf

man called Kenjibo and the crippled man called
Kenshokubo. The three of them were also called
Sankenbo and died peacefully due to the benevolence

of Daishi. In order to show their gratitude for this
miracle the three of them returned to Naniwa in
Osaka and created a Shikoku pilgrimage group called

Manninho. After this they built a building for Daishi.

Every year they went on a pilgrimage to Shikoku and

got many people to go with them. Believe this story.

Even today, this story can be heard.
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Notes
1 Tokushima Bunri University Research Bulletin

20, Kakurinji pp.31-47 and Temple 19, Tatsueji
pp.49-64.

2 I am very grateful for the assistance of Katsuya

Yamane and Keiko Chikakiyo of Tokushima who

spent many hours reading, transcribing and

explaining the contents of this book to me. Without

their help, this paper would not have been possible.

Some tales have been abbreviated (Temple 8) and

some have not been translated (Temple 9, 18 and

21).
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APPENDIX

Bookcovers-3volumes

lnside cover - (right page) book title
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An English Tbanslation of Hachijtrhalzkasho shikole,u Reigenki zue

-Temple miracle tales along the Shikoku pilgrimage-

David C. Moreton

Summary

The Hachiiilhakkasho shih,oku Reigenki Zue (l\t)\rDtrEEH,$AFBtrA), An illustrated record of
the miracle ta-les of the eighty-eight places of Shikoku, published in 1gg6, consists of three books that
describe the history and miracle tales of only the twenty-three temples in Tokushima prefecture. This
translation does not present the history of each temple, but only of the tales connected to each site.
The stories seen here are based on such themes as the power of prayer, the importance of making the
Shikoku pilgrimage, and the consequences that come from being good or evil. There are also tales of
people being cured from such illnesses as leprosy, fever, blindness, sensitivity to cold and
hemorrhoids, and of people's lands becoming fertile. In many cases, beautiful illustrations accompany
the story.

At present, there is a very limited amount of material in English about the temples along the
Shikoku pilgrimage and this translation will play an important role in fulfilling a want for more
information on the theme of temples and tales. This paper will demonstrate how important it was to
be faithful and pious, and will present an interesting insight into the religious culture of Japan and
the psyche of the Japanese people during the 19th Century.
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